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FRANK/-,ORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's new education commissioner denied any knowledge of a police investigation
concerning a missing file in the
Illinois school district where she
is the outgoing superintendent.
according to a published story.
Barbara Erwin, who will
retire Friday as superintendent
of the Community Unit District
303 school system in Saint
Charles, Illinois, was hired in
May amid controversy regarding her resume and criticism of
her performance at other districts. She is scheduled t6befOrt
her
duties
Monday
as
Kentucky's education commissioner.
The Lexington HeraldLeader reported Erwin's comment in today's editions and
added that the Illinois district's
board of education has been
cited for violating an Illinois
sunshine statute when it met in
closed session to amend Erwin's
contract.
Erwin told the newspaper
after attending
her first
Kentucky Board of Education
meeting Wednesday, she knew
nothing about the police investigation because she has been out
of the country on vacation for
the past few weeks.
"I have no idea what they're
talking about.- she said.
The investigation began on
July 3 when St. Charles officials
contacted police after they
noticed missing paperwork, said
Paul McCurtain, spokesman for
the
St.
Charles
Police
Department. McCurtain would
not reveal whose personnel file
was missing.
McCurtain would not say
whether Erwin was interviewed.
If a suspect is identified, he or
she would be charged with theft,
he said.
Asked whether the documents were related to Erwin,
school board President Kathleen
Newell told the Kane County
(111.) Chronicle that they were,
but added "we're not sure if it
has been misplaced or what."
The additional controversy
involves a closed meeting on
April 11, 2(X)5, during which the
St. Charles school board agreed
to an amendment that awarded
Erwin an additional 85 sick days
for every year of her contract
from 2005. Her contract was to
expire in 2010.
In a letter from the Illinois
State Attorney's office, the
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Aretta Baumgartner. a puppeteer from Cincinnati, Ohio, demonstrates the art to youngsters
during Monday's
Calloway County Public Library's 2007 Summer Reading Program. Baumgartner, who has
been a puppeteer
for 14 years, performed a story from a book about a little nat named "La Hormiga." Pictured above,
from left,
are Baumgartner, Sam Mitchell, 5; Laynie Mitchell; and Lucy Mitchell, 2.

Library's Summer Reading
Program covers a lot of ground
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
What do puppets, owls and a
magician have in common? If you
said all three filled the meeting room
at Calloway County Public Library
full of wide-eyed children, you'd be
correct.
It's all in a day's work at the
library's "Get A Clue @ Your
Library- Summer Reading Program,
where a myriad of professional entertainers have amused kids since the
program began June 11.
The library offered a life-size puppet show, storytime with Campfire
Kevin, a Land Between the Lakes
Nature Center program on owls and,
of course, the perennial mainstay, the
magician.
"The kids, they love the magician," said Cindy Linn, program
director at the library. "That's their
favorite."
For Linn, the program was her
20th summer reading stint at the
Main Street library, something she
says she enjoys because of the lasting
impact it has on kids.
When children come into the
library during the midwinter months
and inquire about summer reading,
Linn knows the program is a valuable
one.

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times

Cindy Linn, director of Calloway County Public Library's Summer
Reading Program titled "Get A Clue @ Your Library," sits in a rocking
chair in front of the bookshelves at the library Tuesday. The program
wraps up Monday, when kids get the chance to exchange earned
"Book Bucks" for small prizes. Around 400 children are participating in
the program this year.
"Seeing that is one of the things
that makes me most proud," she said.
"Kids will come in and ask 'Are you
going to do summer reading? When
is it going to start? Are you going to

have the agician?" It's something
they look orward to all year."
This year's "Get A Clue @ Your
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Money would go
toward science
complex work
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray State officials are figuring how far $2.2
million will go toward finishing the chemistry and
biology buildings in case lawmakers don't approve
a wording change to free up $15 million in state
funding otherwise restricted to the physics portion
of the science complex.
State lawmakers were in Frankfort last week for
a special session Gov. Ernie Fletcher called to deal
with issues including tax incentives for energy
companies, domestic partner benefits for university
employees, income tax breaks for military person.
nel and a list of university capital projects. But the
House adjourned without taking any action oil
those proposals.
Among the projects was the recommendatioi
that legislators authorize MSU to use $15 milk&
appropriated in last year's budget for the physic;
building to finish the earlier chemistry and biologi
portions of the science complex. The Senate
approved the change.
"It was good it got through the Senate, but there
was no chamber to send it to," Becky Watts, deputy
to MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn, told Staff
Congress on Wednesday.
Legislators adjourned its regular session earlier
this year without approving the wording change,
but local representatives say time just ran out.
Without this authorization. MSU only has $2.2
million of its own money remaining in the pool for
the three-phase, state-funded complex that has been
over budget since the first contract was awarded in
2000.
"When that money runs out, we'll have to stop
construction and start again next spring," Watts
said.
Stopping construction will cost the university
time and money. Construction could resume in the
spring if legislators approve the wording change
when they reconvene in January. But if the General
Assembly resumes its work on July 30 like Gov.
Fletcher said in the proclamation he signed
Wednesday, then there's still a chance the university can get the authorization they need to use the
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Railroad crossing repairs may start in Aug., Sept.
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Repair work is scheduled to begin soon on the
Kentucky West Tennessee Railroad crossing in Hazel.
Karla A. Girton, manager of operations for KWT Railway Inc.,
said in an e-mail to Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
and the Hazel City Council that a contract between the company
and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials for the work was
executed June 13 and that the contractor ordered the materials needed for repairs about a week later.
"The contractor said it would take six to eight weeks for the
materials to come in and then they will begin work immediately,Gurton said. "The job should only take two (to) three weeks."
Gurton could not be contacted for more details by press time this
morning.
KWT has offices in Pans. Tenn The track runs between Murray
and Bruceton, Tenn.
The Hazel City Council has sought action on crossing repairs fol
more than a year and are hoping the work is completed as soon as
possible. According to Gurton's assessment, the work will likely
begin in late August to early September.
Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur said the crossing has been the scene
of several reported minor mishaps due to detenoration and that
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One of thousands of vehicles that travel over the KWT railroad crossing on U.S. 641 in Hazel
everyday makes its way across Wednesday morning. The crossing has deteriorated from time
and use and has been the scene of several minor mishaps.
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Dog off voter
books...after
3 electionsDuncan

Kentucky not finalist for germ lab

SEATTLE (AP) —
M McDonald is finally off the
Wier rolls after the Australian
shepherd-temer mix was sent
absentee ballots for three elections
Elections
King County
1)irector Sheml Huff said she
canceled the voter registration
luesday for the dog owned by
LOW K Balogh. 66. who registered her pet to protest a change
in the law that she said made it
too easy for non-citizens to cast
ballots.
Balogh put her phone bill in
the dog's name, then used that
as identification when she
[nailed in the registration form
in April 2006. In November. she
wrote -VOID" across Duncan's
ballot and returned it with An
linage of a paw print on the signature line.
She admitted the ruse when
an election official called, but
the dog was still sent absentee
ballots for school bond elections
in February and May.
"Quite frankly, the process
did take too long, and it should
have been addressed after the
November election." said
Bobbie Egan, an elections office
spokeswoman. County election
procedures are being reviewed
to provide speedier action
against voting fraud.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sites in Texas and four other
states are finalists for a $450
million national lab where killer
genns like anthrax, avian flu
and foot-and-mouth disease will
be studied, Texas' U.S. senators
said Wednesday.
Texas Research Park in
northwest San Antonio is one of
the possible hosts for the
520.4/00-square-foot National
Rio- and Agro-Defense Lab,
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison said.
Federal officials also have chosen sites in Georgia, Kansas,
Mississippi and North Carolina,
said Sen. John Cornyn.
"San Antonio's highly skilled
and diverse work force, together
with its outstanding research
facilities, make it an ideal location for this facility," Comyn
said.
A proposed site in south-central Kentucky wasn't among the
finalists. A group including the
University of Louisville, the
University of Kentucky and the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
in Tennessee had pitched the
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NOTICE
III The Murray City
Council will meet at 6:30
tonight at city hall. The
agenda includes Murray
Tourism Director Lindsey
Geib and the first reading of
an ordinance to zone 170
Utterback Road as multifamily residential. The public works committee will
meet at 6 p.m. to review
bids for sanitation department uniforms and the
finance/personnel committee will meet at 6:15 p.m. to
discuss a loan.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will
meet Monday at 6 p.m. in
the Chamber of Commerce
conference room. Agenda
items include director and
committee reports, as well
as discussion on batting
cages.
•
The
Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education will meet at 7
p.m. on Tuesday at the
Carter
Administration
Building.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

WKMS to
present Hidden
Kitchens Texas
show Friday
WKMS-FM,the listener supported public radio service of
Murray State University and
NPR member station, presents
Hidden Kitchens Texas -- a
new special from Peabody
Award-winning producers The
Kitchen Sisters -- Friday from
noon to I p.m.
Narrated by legendary country singer Willie Nelson, Hidden
Kitchens Texas is a lively, illuminating hour of stories about
experiencing Texas through
food. All told by people who
find it, grow it, cook it, sell it,
celebrate with it, and write
about it, the program also features Jimmie Dale Gilmore and
Dallas-born actress Robin
Wright
Penn. The Hidden
Kitchen stories unfold against a
soundtrack of soulful Texas
music that conveys a deep sense
of time and place.
Hidden Kitchens Texas presents several wild and moving
tales about the state, including
cowboy kitchens, oil barrel barbeques, ice houses, oystermen
on Galveston Bay, church suppers, a car wash kitchen in El
Paso, the tamale lady at Fuel
City in Dallas, a restaurant hidden down a driveway in Fort
Worth, NASA's space kitchens,
and the first barbeque pit on the
moon.
Learn more about The
Kitchen Sisters at kitchensisters.org.
You can view the entire
WKMS programming schedule
online at wkms.org.
WKMS is Murray State
University's listener supported
public radio service at 91.3 FM.
The station also airs on 92.1
FM, Paducah. 99.5 FM. Paris,
Tennessee; and 105.1 FM.
Madisonville. and online at
wkms.org. where the station
offers extensive web resources
regarding its programming and
more. For further information
call 800-599-4737 or e-mail
wkrnsgimurraystate.edu.

Bus driver rated
'unsatisfactory'
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A summer open house will be held at
Murray Elementary School on Monday
from 7:30 a.m. until noon in the gymnasium. During this time class lists and
information will be available regarding
the new school year.
The $20 yearly fee may be paid at
this time, as well as other yearly fees such
as cafeteria and transportation arrangements.
Prior to the Aug,6 first day of school,
a Back to School Round Up will be held
at Murray Elementary School on the
playground on Aug. 2 from 5-6:30 p.m.

The event will be held to welcome the
new
school
year
to
families.
Complimentary food, fun and fellowship
will be provided.
A Murray Middle School general
information and fee day will be conducted at Murray Middle School on Monday
too from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. During this
time the $20 school fee may be paid in
the MMS Atrium entrance.
MMS fourth grade homeroom lists
will be posted on this day, however, class
schedules for all grade levels will not be
available until July 31.

COMMERCIAL
APPRECIATION DAYS

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)A tour bus company involved in
a fatal highway crash in southern Kentucky last month
received an unsatisfactory compliance rating from a federal
oversight agency.
The Federal Motorcarrier
Safety Administration gave
in
based
Tours,
C&R
Birmingham. Ala.. the unsatisfactory rating in a compliance
review of company records following the wreck on Interstate
65 north of Bowling Green on
June 25.
The bus driver, Abraham
Parker. 63, of Birmingham.
Ala.. and passenger Came
Walton, 71. were killed and 64
others were injured. Parker
apparently dozed off and ran off
the road, striking an overpass
tr. police said.
compliance review consisted of looking at log books.
driver records and a check of the
company insurance policies.
agency spokeswoman Melissa
Manella Delaney said.

supge

SUBSCRIBE!

Money can be placed in cafeteria
account, or forms can be completed for
free/reduced meals. The transportation
department will also be on hand. School
supply lists will also be available in the
atrium.
Make-up fee days will be available on
July 16, 26, 31 from 7 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Fees may also be paid anytime in August.
Murray High School freshman students are invited to attend a freshman orientation on July 20 from 9 a.m. until I
p.m. During this time freshman may pick
up their schedules and locate their class-

rooms and also pay their fees.
Fees are established based on class‘
curriculum.
MHS seniors will be able to pick ut
their schedules July 24 from 9 until 11
a.m.. and 12 -3 p.m. Juniors may pick qv,
their schedules July 25 9-11 a.m., 12-3.
p.m., and MHS Sophomores July 26 911, 12.-3.
Friday, July 27 will be a make-up day,
for any MHS grade level student who
wasn't able to attend a previously scheduled session.

3 DAYS ONLY! JULY 18-20
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FREE LUNCH FRIDAY
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The privilege
of probation
Let's play a word association game. I say probation
and you'll probably think rehabilitation
Or troublemaker.
Or punishment.
Thing is, probation is really about a
second chance.
Sitting in Calloway Circuit Court earlier this week. I found myself thinking
about grace and forgiveness and opportunity. Not reporting to an officer who will
verify someone's employment, complete a
slightly invasive drug screen and get tabs
on John Doe's whereabouts.
OK, so that's part of probation. but
it's not the point.
Taylor Made The point is John Doe isn't in jail.
By Kristin
Rather he's working to support himself
Taylor
and likely a wife and children. And he's
Ledger 8. Times using at home and not in
the close quarStaff Writer
ters of a cell.
Let's take our hypothetical John Doe
Say he was arrested on some marijuana charges, and he
had some rolling papers and scales close by. Long story
short, he spends a few nights in jail then family members
help him hire a defense attorney who works out a deal
ith the prosecutor.
And the deal is probation. No jail time. Well, no jail
11111e as long as he stays out of trouble. Stays
away from
By ELLEN SIMON
ters like that any inure"
the had crowd. Doesn't revisit his friend. Mary Jane.
AP Business Writer
said the associate editor of
Doesn't drink alcohol. Works. Reports to that probation
NEW YORK I AP) - A
its editorial page, Will
officer.
small but insistent group of Englund.
Pretty clear. And, seriously, seems like a good deal to
newspaper editorial pages
The Portland (Maine)
has shifted from critiques
Press Herald initially supAnd 11 must have seemed like a good deal to John
of the Iraq war to outright
ported the war, but recently
Doe because he took it when he pled guilty. He told the
calls for withdrawal.
called for a pullout after
iudge those conditions were OK because, after all, there
Within the last week, the one of its reporters
was prison time hanging over his head.
Tuscaloosa (Ala.) News,
returned from his third
Then the good deal turns sour when the probation offiThe OlYmpian of Washingassignment in Iraq. His
cer learns John Doe smoked pot recently and kept alcohol
ton and The New York
reports reflected soldiers'
/1/ his house. Doing his job. the officer brings probation
Times have run calls for a
growing pessimism, includof violation charges. landing John Doc hack in court and
pullout of Iraq. The News
ing a quote from a soldier
probably a few more nights in jail.
said. "Bush stands alone in
who said every day was
Yes, John Doe is fictional. But the scenario really isn't. his failed Iraqi democracy
like the movie "Groundhog
At least a half dozen such cases were in court earlier this plans- and The OlYmpian
Day." in which nothing
iaeek Not all of them were about marijuana. But substicalled the war
changes.
tute public intoxication. Or factor in driving on a sus"unwinnahle.- The Times
Much of the reader
pended license. Or couple the illegal drug and alcohol and called for a withdrawal of
response to the editorial
troops "without any more
a dangerous weapon ‘Vhatecer the specifics, people went
was very positive, but letdelay than the Pentagon
against the deal that kept them out of jail
ters to the editor Were
needs to organize an orderGuess what happened' Yep. Handcuffed.
already running two-to-one
ly exit."
Dennis Foust has spCIll a decade on the circuit court
or three-to-one against the
Media critics say the
war, said editorial page
bench and was a district judge before that. He's seen his
editorials may have little
editor John W. Porter.
share of John Does. And his philosophy is clear Smoke
sway in politically polarIn its editorial, The
dope while on probation and go to jail
ized times, as America
Olympian said. "Americans
He said it more than once Monday morning
grows skeptical of all its
have had it with the war."
The probation violations were getting to him He
institutio
ns.
including
the
The Los Angeles Times
uttered advice to a couple of people before his bench Ile
press Newspaper readership
urged a pullout May 6, in
lectured a few others And he followed through on the
has shrunk and the Internet
an editorial titled, "Bring
broken deal.
has whittled down the
Them Home."
"People say. 'Don't you feel had when you send some influence of traditional
Other papers that have
one off to jail crying.'" Foust said in court. "Yeah, I feel
media
called for a withdrawal are
had But not that bad because everyone makes a choice.Furthermore. "very few
The Sun, the Pittsburgh
Ah. choices John Doc should have made some better
newspapers in the U.S.
Post-Gazette and the
ones. He had another chance.
have endorsed a withdrawal
Roanoke (Va.) Times.
Another person -- let's call him Jim Doc
struck up
from Iraq or even a
In its Sunday editorial.
one ot these good deals on Monday morning. With his
timetable for that, despite
the Times said, "It is
attorney by his side. he Accepted it quickly. No questions
the overwhelming shift in
frighteningly clear that Mr.
asked. He said he understood what his probation meant.
public opinion on that
Bush's plan is to stay the
Judge Foust wished Jun Doc luck. But, you know, it's
question.** Greg Mitchell.
course as long as he is
not really about luck. It', about embracing the second
editor of the industry magpresident and dump the
chance and making the choices that don't lead hack to
azine "Editor & Publisher,"
mess on his successor.
that court room in front of that judge
wrote on Saturday.
• Whatever his cause was, it
Irs about making the most of the good deal
The papers that have
is lost."
called for a withdrawal folRoy Peter Clark, senior
low a broad change in
scholar at The Poynter
public sentiment Only 28
Institute school for journalpercent of Americans surists in St. Petersburg. Fla..
veyed by The Associated
said in an e-mail that the
Press And Ipso: in April
Times editorial won't carry
said they approved of Presany more weight than
kyr.• Murray, KY 42071-11141)
ident Bush's handling of
Democratic calls for troop
Phone (270) 71:I- I()It,• Fax (270) 75.3-1927
Iraq, while 69 percent said
withdrawal. A shift in The
- Fn. 730 a.m. - 5 p.m.•Cloaed Sat. & Sun.
they disappros cd The data,
Wall Street Journal's conthe most recent available,
servatis c 'editorial page
%I..
.1111.m•MIIThurras
,a••
are down from the high
would be more meaningful,
In. Nalk•-r, Ivlit,•
Ando.•riaTtlUrraN letirq
point
for appros al of
he said.
MOW Lan/4H. '1•1troming Micr
I•aatati
Imliet • •
Bush's handling of Iraq in
"Call me back when The
Jill slriaw-ro. I .1•amfast. 4ji
Immill•-•ho1111117•11migs-t ,
Septembe
r 2(X)4. when 49
Wall Street Journal writes
(:rsm41 Ikv,all. 1 in alma..
• tr• lama MOOM1111-11111,
. 31frir •
percent of those surveyed
that editorial," he wrote.
Tarnim. th.anp.,...(Ala, tit
Itiamm•mmlanitirtasleatiov •
said
they approved and 49
"Don't worry I won't be
Rita 14mo-ea. 114vmorma• Mit
rimirmalanaotas Imliet •
percent said they disapwaiting by the phone."
111m 11.-11, ISs•Isa tam Mirj
mlf4arttiamirin4gon
proved.
In an editorial Monday.
i. Halfien% 1 unllnilloil% Non"
kirim-rrtonvorrowlmigrIl • •
The recent editorials, and the Journal noted that the
.41 ‘ennet. Neall•
also warronisminkslirt , • •
readers' calm reception of
last brigades Bush ordered
Ma hop, I Mtn. Symo• %to,
sia•elalav.urrailmicrt •
them, represent a marked
for the military surge in
1.frg Ira,,.. Heloorirf
era,tolfrInurravIreliet • ., •
change from the first two
Iraq only arrived there last
1.m• 11.-rrs. 11olet
•
years of the war, when
month and have been
ri•lit• 1411.a. liefrotrr
lass kr611nurnirImlert
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news companies ran into
"heavily engaged" with alfrequent public criticism for Qaida in the Sunni triangle
blibaUW(WC Rates
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anything that could be seen
piivab4. no ash
11,4714
,•irltser,6 data • ums-k.
around Baghdad. The editoas undermining the war
rial said it is "especially
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distressing that Republican
6 ma 1 VINE $104 It, ajil m mot •I
rt. m
episodes of the news show
I,..,..
Senators should decide that
Manhall Crleire
$52.50 Sri
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"Frontline" featuring the
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111•S
names and pictures of U.S
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om
forces killed in Iraq and
on Iraq."
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page editor. Paul Gigot.
Early in the war, The
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all Al 1911,
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More newspapers call for troop pullout
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had harsh words for the
Times editorial.
Coming from a paper
that once supported the
war. "this kind of call is,
do I dare say, as irresponsible as the initial call to
go into war," said Don
Wycliff, who was editorial
page editor of the Chicago
Tribune for nine years and
now teaches at Notre Dame
University. "The mess that
we leave there is going to
follow us."
Times spokeswoman
Catherine J. Mathis
declined a request for an
interview with editorial
page editor Andrew Rosenthal. "We normally let our
editorials speak for themselves," Mathis said.
For some, the Times editorial brought to mind a
Walter Cronkite broadcast
in February 1968 that many
historians think marked a
watershed in Vietnam War
coverage.
Cronkite, back from covering the Tet offensive, told
his audience. "We have
been too often disappointed
by the optimism of the
American leaders, both in
Vietnam and Washington, to
have faith any longer in
the silver linings they find
in the darkest clouds" and
concluded "we are mired in
stalemate."
After the broadcast, President Lyndon Johnson
reportedly said, "If I've
lost Cronkite. I've lost
middle America."
But historian Daniel C.
Hallin, professor of communications at the University
of California at San Diego,
said that by the time of
Cronkite's broadcast a
majority of the public had
turned against the Vietnam
war. Despite the shift in
public opinitin, the last
U.S. troops did not withdraw from Vietnam until
1975.
Editorial page writers did

not turn against the Vietnam war, which began in
1961, until the years 1968
to 1970, Bailin said, and
their editorials followed a
change in U.S. strategy to
disengage from the war.
The press also turned
against Vietnam after the
consensus of the nation's
elite on the war began to
break down, with many in
power in Washington and
elsewhere turning against
the war, Hallin said.
The Iraq editorials come
when the mainstream media
has been aggressively criticized, by the left and the
right, for its war coverage.
Blogsers, many of them
with pronounced political
points of view, have also
been chipping away at the
mass media's audience.
While that may make an
editorial like the Times'
less influential, it doesn't
make it less important, said
Tom Rosenstiel. director of
the Project for Excellence
in Journalism in Washington. D.C.
"Just because we're in
an era when Americans are
less respectful of political
institutions doesn't mean
that those institutions
shouldn't take their responsibility with great care, or
that they don't have
responsibility," he said.
"You may not have the
same sway. but if you
make a good argument and
that pushes the national
conversation, that's something, and that has to be
worthwhile."
On the Times Web site
Monday, Sunday's editorial
was only the fifth most emailed article, topped by
an article about hip librarians and one on wine tastings. By Tuesday afternoon.
it was knocked out of the
Top Ten. two of the limes'
I() most e-mailed articles
were about fictional wizard
Harry Potter.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mignon Louise McClain Doran
Mrs. Mignon Louise McClain Doran,96,died of congestive bean
failure on 1)Jesday. July 10, 2007, in Lexington.
Born on Dec. 13, 1910, in Sedalia, she WAS the
daughter of the late Oliver Perry and Emily Jane
Lassiter McClain. She attended high school in
Sedalia and continued her education at Murray
State University and New York University.
She holds an honorary doctorate degree in
humanities from Morehead State University and
was an honorary member of Chi Omega sorority.
When her late husband, Dr. Adron Doran,
became
president of Morehead State College in
Doran
1954, Mrs. Doran quickly joined him in turning the
college into a comprehensive regional university. She founded the
Personal Development Institute, where she taught students to
improve their social skills and become successful in their professional lives.
She also established the Cosmopolitan Club and became a
statewide speaker at high schools throughout eastern Kentucky,
recruiting students to attend college in Morehead. She also taught
classes in the prison system in Ashland and taught a class on
Kentucky Educational Television called "Dimensions of
Personality."
A musician, Mrs. Doran has played the organ for more than 85
years, giving benefit concerts throughout Kentucky. For 20 years
she played at the Kentucky Boys' Basketball Tournament and also at
the Morehead basketball team's home games.
She has performed at "The Woodland's Musicale," which she
founded, for the past 21 years. While first lady of Morehead State
University, she had a radio show for 10 years called,"Tea Time with
Mignon," where she played organ music and interviewed campus
leaders and visitors.
She was once named one of the best hatted women in America
and was known for this trademark. Her other achievements include
being named Outstanding Kentucky Woman by the Young
Democrats, Cardinal Key National Honor Sorority Woman of the
Year, former president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, member of the Governor's Commission on the Status of
Women, and a charter member of the Kentucky Commission on
Registry and Finance. She has a residence hall complex named for
her on the Morehead campus.
A member of the North Lexington Church of Christ, Mrs. Doran
was a much sought after speaker for women of the church. She frequently spoke on the value of "A Valiant Woman."
A sister, Eva McClain Wyatt, and two brothers, Ralph Lassiter
McClain and E. W. McClain. preceded her in death.
Survivors include a niece, Troy Wyatt Burgess, Morehead; two
nephews. Dr. George Wyatt, Union, and Joseph McClain, Paris; five
great-nephews; three great-nieces.
Visitation will be at Northcutt & Son Home for Funerals.
Morehead, today (Thursday) from 1 to 3 p.m. EST. Visitation will
also be tonight (Thursday) from 7 to 9 EST at the Milward
Southland Funeral Home, 391 Southland Drive, Lexington, where
the funeral will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. EST.
A graveside service will be Saturday at 1 p.m. CST at the
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield, with Dr. Harvey Lynn Elder
officiating.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Doran Scholarship
Fund, Morehead State University Foundation, Palmer Development
House, Morehead, Ky., 40351. Persons may view or sign guestbook
at www.northcuttandson.com

Mrs. Donnia Kaye Castleberry
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Mrs. Donnia Kaye Castleberry. 66, Bluebird Lane, Benton, died
Tuesday. July 10, 2007, at 10:38 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Zion
Baptist Church.
Her husband, Sammie Castleberry: her parents,
Clyde B. Reed and Jessie Filbeck Reed: and two
brothers, Bobby Gene Reed and Jerry Reed, all
preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son. Jerry Castleberry,
Benton: two brothers, Billy Reed, Hickory, and
Jimmy Reed, Hardin: one sister, Mrs. Barbara Faye
Clark, and one grandchild, Michael Andrew
Castleberry
Castleberry, both of Benton.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. Joel Frizzell, Rev. Mike Littrell and
Rev. Brad Hall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hamlet
Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, c/o Betty Haley,6935 Brewers Hwy., Benton, Ky.,42025 or
Hamlet Cemetery Fund, do Londol York, 7524 U.S. 68 East.
Benton, Ky., 42025.

David Earl Lovett
The funeral for David Earl Lovett will be today (Thursday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Curtis
Harrell and Rev. Mark Thwean will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Barnett Cemetery. Hardin.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Lovett, 78. Olive Hamlett Road. Benton,
died Tuesday, July 10, 2007. at 2:04 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Retired from the former Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. he was a member of T.L.
Jefferson Lodge A622 of Free and Accepted
Masons. He was a member, deacon and Sunday
school teacher at Olive Missionary Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Carl
Lovett
Loven and Eula Johnson Lovett, and two sisters.
Helen Hogancamp and Kathenne Hillman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva Nell Jones Lovett; two
daughters, Mrs. Shelia Clark and husband, R.C., Benton. and Mrs.
Nancy Younkin and husband, Jim, Louisville; one son. Lyndell
Lovett and wife. Joan. Hardin; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Thetisa Jabs
Mrs. Thema Jestes, 37, Marshall County, died Wednesday. July
11. 2007, at 1014 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County HospitailmesMiller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements

Marvin Joseph Ahr
Marvin Joseph Mu-, 76, Cherry Island Road, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Wednesday. July 11. 2007, at his home. Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements
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Chertoff remark causes little alarm in U.S.
cities; most police were already on alert
NEW YORK (AP) Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff's "gut feeling" about an increased terrorist
risk this summer did not send
law enforcement officials
scrambling for increased security, although authorities said
Wednesday his remark emphasized the need for vigilance.
"Not to contradict any other
statement, but it doesn't matter
the time of year," said MiamiDade police Lt. Nancy Perez.
"We must remain on alert 365
days a year."
Chertoff made the comment
Tuesday to the editorial board of
The Chicago Tribune, telling the
newspaper he based his assessment on earlier patterns of terrorists in Europe and intelligence he would not disclose.
-Summertime seems to be
appealing to them," Chertoff
said. "We worry that they are
rebuilding their activities."
In New York, the nation's
No. 1 terrorist target, the state
chief of homeland security said
security had already been

ramped up in the wake of
attacks in London and Glasgow.
Michael Balboni said he anticipated a "busy summer season in
terms of threats," adding there
was nothing specific indicated.
"We have to keep our vigilance high," Balboni said. "This
is simply to say, 'Don't fall
asleep at the switch.' That
includes the public. We can't
rely only on the police officer on
the corner."
But Chertoff's remarks rankled Massachusetts Gov. Deval
Patrick, who stressed the need
for information over intuition.
"I don't think any of us are
able to plan or prepare on a gut
feeling," Patrick said. "If there's
information, we expect it to be
shared ... Frankly, I don't think
it is helpful to have the secretary
of homeland security telling us
what he feels. He should tell us
what he knows."
Patrick
stressed
that
Massachusetts authorities were
already maintaining "a level of
constant vigilance" before
Chertoff's remark. The situation

was the same in Los Angeles,
where police had already tightened security at airports, financial districts and Hollywood
nightclub areas after the
European attacks. Deputy Chief
Michael Downing,commanding
officer
of
the
LAPD's
Counterterrorism
Criminal
Intelligence Bureau, said he
understood Chertoff's suspicions.
"That's what police work is,"
he said. "The an of policing is
instincts. If your instinct tells
you something, you prepare,
prevent, protect and pursue."
In Chicago, law enforcement
officials said they interpreted
Chertoff's statement as a
reminder to remain wary during
the summer season of outdoor
festivals and other large events.
"The message is precautionary," said Chicago police

Former first lady Lady
Bird Johnson dies at 94
AUSTIN, Texas (AP)- A
quiet woman who once turned
down a class valedictorian's
medal because she feared public
speaking, Lady Bird Johnson
found herself pulled suddenly
into the public eye as first lady
when her husband Lyndon B.
Johnson became president amid
tragedy.
When she
died of natural
causes at her
Austin home
Wednesday, at
age 94, Mrs.
Johnson was
remembered as
loving
and
gentle,
yet
strong in spirit
Johnson
and in her dedication to her family and her passion for nature.
-Mrs. Johnson was a true,
strong Texas woman," said family friend and spokesman Neal
Spelce, comparing her to historic Texas political women like
Ann Richards and Barbara
Jordan. "Mrs. Johnson personified that strength, but yet she did
it with a very genteel, gracious,
quiet, soothing exterior."
She was hospitalized with a
stroke in 2002 that made speaking difficult. But she continued
to make public appearances and
in May attended an event at the
LI3.1 Library and Museum.
Along with tenaciously sup
porting his administration, she
was a champion for the environ
ment and the preservation of
native plants and wildflowers.
Her love for the environment
and the preservation of native
plants
and
wildflowers
remained, despite her medical
setbacks. She occasionally visited the Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center she cofounded in 1982 and delighted
in the wildflowers around
Austin's Town Lake.
"I'm optimistic that the world
of native plants will not onls
survive, but will thrive for environmental and economic reasons, and for reasons of the
heart. Beauty in nature nourishes us and brings joy to the
human spirit," she once wrote.
As first lady, she was perhaps
best known as the determined
environmentalist who wanted
roadside billboards and junk
yards replaced with trees and
wildflowers. She raised hundreds of thousands of dollars to
beautify Washington. The $320
million Highway Beautification
Bill, passed in 1965, was known
as "The Lady Bird Bill.- and she
made speeches and lobbied
Congress to win its passage.
"Every American owes her
debt of gratitude because it was
her devotion to the environment
brought
US
the
that
Beautification Act of 1965 and
the scenic roadside development
and environmental cleanup
efforts that followed,- former
President Bill Clinton and Sen
Hillary Clinton said in a statement. The Clintons also praised
her for supporting her husband's
"fights for civil rights and
against poverty.Former President Carter said
he and his wife. Rosalynn
remembered her "empathy fot
the disadvantaged. Many peo-

ple's lives are better today
because she championed with
enthusiasm civil rights and programs for children and the
poor."
She joined in every one of
her husband's campaigns and
rarely lost her composure,
despite heckling, grueling campaign schedules, and her fear of
public speaking. She once
appeared for 47 speeches in four
days.
"How Lady Bird can do all
the things she does without ever
stubbing her toe, I'll just never
know, because I sure stub mine
sometimes," her husband once
said.
Mrs. Johnson said her husband "bullied, shoved, pushed
and loved me into being more
outgoing, more of an achiever. I
gave him comfort, tenderness
and some judgment- at least I
think I did.-

department
spokeswoman
Bond. "It's
a
Monique
reminder."
The White House supported
Chertoff for stressing the importance of being vigilant. -I'm
glad we've got a Homeland
Security secretary that worries
about it all the time," White
House spokesman Tony Snow
said Wednesday. "If you take a
look at what's gone on around
the world, you can kind of
understand some of the thinking." Rep. Peter King of New
York, the ranking Republican on
the House Homeland Security
Committee, said there was intelligence indicating an increase of
activity without any specific
evidence of a threat.
"The biggest message is for
Americans to realize we have to
assume we can be attacked any
day," King said.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

Fresh
Lg.BBQ Chi
ONLY
ea.

Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

Fresh Pork
BBQ
Sandwiches

2 5

$
2

for

Hamburgers
Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

sze.
Rib Eye
Sandwich

Hot &
Tender
Pork BB

75
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

By The Pound

sa
u lb.
Hot
Lean &
Meaty

RIBS

$12

Only

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
2 for $3.00
Smo
Breast
6 tb.Avg.

$115 ea.

Slab

10 A.M.- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
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'Always...Patsy Cline'
at Playhouse in the Park
The thirtieth season of Murray'. Playhouse in the Park
continues with a he.u-ttelt tribute a legend of country music
when 'Always.. Patsy Cline'
by Ted Swindley takes the
stage July 18 - August 5.
Sponsored by WLLE FM 102.1
and under the direction of Playhouse Executive Artistic Director
Ross
Bolen.
'Always.. Patsy Cline" is more
than a simple tribute to the
legendary country singer who
died tragically at age 30 in it
plane crash in 1%3. The show
is based on the true story of
Cline's friendship with a real
tan named LOUISC Seger. Seger
befriended the star in a Texas
honky-tonk in 1961, and continued a correspondence with
Cline until her death. It was
(line's letters to Seger. which
were consistently signed "Love
ALWAYS... Patsy Cline", that
inspired the show's title. Amanda Mcguire, of Benton. takes
ii the role of the legendary
Patsy Cline. while Becky Watts,
of Murray. injects the comic
and poignant depths of fan and
I r tend ImUlst Seger.
Billed by American Theatre
Magazine as one of the top
ten produced shows in America. "Always Patsy Cline" was
created by Ted Swindley in
1988 in Houston. Texas where
he was the founding artistic
director of Stages Repertory
Theatre. To avoid a simple
saharet musical tnbute to the
singer. Swindley decided to base
this show on a very simple
"local" idea by simply asking
lumself. "Did Patsy ever perform in Houston?' As fate
would have it after a little
research. Swindley discovered
an inters iew with Houston
housewife, Louise Seger. in a
biography about Cline What
intrigued him most was a letter Pats) wrote to Louise that
appeared at the aid of the
inters w The letter rec tainted
the tale of Louises fate,ul
meeting with Cline at a Ibrusrim
tonk The warmth
and humanity of Patsy's letter

gave Swindley a framework
for dramatically structuring the
singer's life, music and her
effect on her fans. And so
the simple tale told from
Louise's kitchen table unfolded on that Houston stage in
an unvarnished cabaret piece.
which initially was only 45 minutes long, and the show became
an instant audience pleaser.
Several years later in 1990.
Swindle), re-approached the
script for a theatre in South
Carolina and converted it into
what is now its full-length version. Finally after a performance of the play in Atlanta
which as viewed by executives
of the venerable Grand Ole
Opry from Nashville, 'Always
...Patsy Cline' was invited to
play at the Ryman Auditorium
in Nashville, the very stage
where Patsy herself had performed throughout her brief
career. As a result of this production, the musical now was
a national hit. The play -had a
very successful run Off-Broadway in 1997 and has continued to be one of the most
popular and often produced
shows throughout America and
has also enjoyed international
success in Australia. the UK.
and Ireland
The musical play, complete
with down home country humor.
true emotion and even some
audience participation. includes
many of Patsy's unforgettable
hits such as Crazy. I Fall to
Pieces, Sweet Dreams and Waking After Midnight .27 songs
in all. 'Always ..Patsy Cline'
offers fans that remember Cline
while she was alive a chance
to look back, while giving new
fans an idea of what seeing
her was like and what she
meant to her original tans
'Always.. Patsy Cline will
run for three weekend engagement July 19 - Aug 5 at Play.
house in the Part. Pot tickets
and show times, please visit
the playhouse on the web at
www.playhouseinthcpark.net, or
call the Murray Tourism Commission at ME 651.1603.

Land Between the Lakes
plans weekly programs
GOLDEN POND. Ky Land Between the Lakes has
as ti'. Me% planned for the turning week
The Home-place Living History Farm, Nature Station. and
Hillman Ferry, Energy 1.ake
and Piney Campground are now
open daily. The Golden Pond
Planetarium The Elk & Bison
Prairie. Wranglers Campground.
Turkey Has 011V Area and
seseral small tamping areas
are open year-round
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily Admission is $5
per Cal
(i01.101 Pond Planetar-

ium is open daily with admission S3 for ages 13 and up.
$2 for age. 5 to 12, and tree
with family for ages 4 and
under. "Blown Away
- The
Wild World of Weather" will
be shown at 3 p.m. daily. "Kentucky Skies" will be shown at
I p.m. daily; Far (hit Space
Plates at 10 a m. Monday
through Friday and 4 p m. Saturday And Sunday. Search for
Life in the Universe- at II
a.m. and 2 p in. daily
Events at The lionieplace
will in,. lode "19th Century MO-

•See Page 7A
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TOP AWARD RECOGNITION: Officer Karen Garland,
Region One School Resource Officer of the Year, receives a
plaque designating her honor at the recent fourth annual Safe
School Conference in Elizabethtown Garland is presented
the plaque by Todd Bnndle, president of the Kentucky
Association of School Resource Officers

Writer's Potpoum will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library. All
interested
writers are
invited.
Wilma
J. Sanders,
director,
has
Writer's
released
Potpourri some of
Wilma Sanders, the poems
Director
written by
participants
as follows
If God Had a Camera
By Margaret Elkins
It God had a camera.
Y. hat would He see
He would see His children
As he created them to be.
tic would see boys and
girls
lirrifung up and down
the trees:
Playing hide-and-seek;
Swinging high and free
On swings beneath poplar
trees.
If God had camera,
He would snap candid
shots
Of the rich and tactual,
Dancing and partying
On festive. dazzling
He would photograph a
princess
With her handsome
Camelot.
He would capture, frameto,-frame,
Paupers on darkened
streets
A homeless soul. alone,
With no food to eat
Dressed in tattered
cliahes,
With no shoes to cover
his feet.
If God had a tamera.
He would see
The good things that we
do
And all the mistakes we
make
In the darkroom of our
lives
But when God develops
the film.
He makes all things new
When I Look at the Flag
By Stephanie Cunningham
When I Look at
the flag. I think
shout my grandfather,
who fought in WW I.
WY. 2 and other
farm,. members,

who served in the
military, and went
on assignments
while serving!
When 1 look at
the flag. I am
Proud that 1
Vote! And
Proud to be
an American!
If God Had A Camera
By Wilma J. Sanders
If God keeps a record
I believe that He does
He'd tape everything
That ever was
Then when 1 face HIM
Way up in the blue
He'll say. "Wilma lean
This movie's about you
See where you lost it
And hurt someone dear
There's where you failed
me
For many a year
There's where 1 helped
YOU
And gave you a hand
I pulled you out of
Life's sinking sand
How did you repay me
As you lived below
My Son paid your debt
It's Him that you owe."
A Framed Lite
By Danyelle Clark
A framed life
Is where we may find
If we were to walk
Through the homes
Of our friends arid family
You might see photos
Of you as a baby
All the way through
Your sibling's "I do's"
If your not careful
Today someone could
Still he framing you
This July 4th
By Lenda Easley
t•or my country
Ell always be true
Our Red. White and Blue
My grandfathers fought
far away
They didn't stray
My own father was in
WW 2
The boys' father in Vietnam War
Their great-uncles fought
In the
France.
Korea

My son's uncles fought
tool
My close friend fought in
the Vietnam War
He was a Manne then in
the Army
Now the National Guard
God bless each and everyone of you,
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Buchanan will have book signing
at New Life Book Store
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Poems written by local
participants released
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Henry Buchanan will sign his new book,
**The Shellman Story: Hanging the Preachon Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the New Life Christian Book Store on
the west side of the downtown Murray
courtsguare. The author will read selec.
tions from the book.
Bro. Hal Shipley of Murray, Fr, Donald
True of Mayfield and Bro. Gregory Waldrop of Paducah will discuss the racial
issues that form this story in the book.
lo's
persons present are invited to join
Datebook in All
the
discussion.
by Jo Burkeen
Community
Program set for Saturday
Editor
The Masters Call, a gospel group composed of Tommy Jones, Jimmy Roc, Denise Jackson, Billy
Roe, Erin Roe, Mickey Jackson and Dale Cox, will be performing from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Saturday for "Summer-in-thePark" in the amphitheater area of Paris Landing State Park,
Pans Landing, Tenn. This is a free family-oriented entertainment overlooking Kentucky Lake. Persons may bnng your lawn
chairs or blankets for seating.

Gospeltone Quartet program tonight
The annual Gospeltone Quartet Reunion and Kirksey Cemetery Benefit Sing will be tonight at 7 at Kirksey Baptist
Church. Kirksey.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Four Rivers group will meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.

Hopkins reunion on Sunday
The Stanley Hopkins family reunion will be Sunday at
Hardin Community Center with a potluck meal to be served
at 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited. For more information call Reba Schroader at 753-6810 or Gracie Tucker at
437-4994.
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Blood drive will be Friday
A Red Cross Blood Drive will be held at Murray High
School building on Friday from noon to 5 p.m. Blood is
urgently needed.

irs
I
Si

Benefit dinner on Friday
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a benefit dinner
for Daymon Turner's son who has been hurt in a motorcycle
accident on Friday at 5 p.m. The meal will be ham and beans,
slaw, corn bread and dessert for a $4 donation at the Senior
Citizens' building at Hardin. The public is urged to attend.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Ethelene Darnell, Aaron Clayton and the Gospeltone
Quartet. There is no admission charge, but items for Need
Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666.

'Movies in the Park' Friday
The third annual "Movies in the Park" will be Friday with
the movie being "Escape From Wildcat Canyon" starring Dennis Weaver and Michael Caloz. The festivities will begin around
7:30 p.m. This is sponsored by Harvest Land Ministries International. In case of rain the movie will be shown at the new
Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St. For more
information call the church at 759-5107.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
C'hurch. For information or for a ride call„ 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Season pool passes available
Season pool passes at the Murray-Calloway County Central
Part pool are now available at half price from the original
price. For more Information call Mike Sykes. aquatics director, at 762-0324. Regular hours of the pool are 1 to 6 p.m.
on Sunday and noon to 7 p.m.. Monday through Saturday

Griggs reunion Saturday
Descendants of William J. Griggs and Sarah Crow C;ggs
will have a family reunion on Saturday. For infornation call
Richad Griggs at 1-734-323-0014.

CCHS Football Parents will meet
Calloway County High School Laker Football will have the
annual parents meeting tonight at 7 at the CCHS field house
All parents/guardians of CCHS football players are encouraged
to attend. Schedules, eligibility, team rules and several other
topics will be addressed.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main Si., Murray, next to S.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I •
1477-447-2004.

'11)PS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 41469:
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public,
Library The meeting is open to the public. For information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210.4173.

Free gourd workshop tonight
Johnny McDougal of McGourd Creations will have a free
gourd workshop program tonight from 630 to It in the conference room of the Calloway County Public Library. Displays
of McDougal's gourds will be on display at the library.
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Let's all say CHEESE!
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I still have readers asking
for simple recipes or ones
with less ingredients. So, 1
gqt to thinking what was my
first item
that I
cooked on
my own?
What was
the first
item I
taught my
children to
cook? What
Tried & True item is
national or
Recipes
internationBy Mr. Mom - ally known
Mark Anderson that is simple? Can
you think what it might be?
Well it can be cooked in a
toaster oven, cast iron skillet,
non-stick skillet, microwave
oven, grill or even a clothing iron. Have you guessed
it yet?
• A "grilled cheese sandwich" (also known as cheese
toasty or toasted cheese
sandwich) is a form of a
toasted sandwich that consists
of two slices of bread and
at least one slice of cheese
melted in between. In April
the state of New York got
the National Congress to
proclaim the month National
Grilled Cheese.
There are various methods
of fixing, which varies
depending on taste and convention. In the United States
it is most common for the
assembled sandwich to be
btittered on the outside and
placed on a griddle, pan.
cast iron skillet, or dedicated
sandwich maker to be
grilled. Once the bread on
the bottom half of the sandwich has reached a toasted
texture, the sandwich is
flipped, and continues cooking until the other side has
toasted or the cheese has
melted.
Another method of cooking the grilled cheese is to
butter one slice of bread on
both sides grill the bottom
side until the butter melts,
then flip. Wait for the inside
to be grilled, flip and add
the cheese. Then bunco the
other slice of bread and grill
then place the slices of
bread together. In the United
Kingdom the sandwich would
most commonly be grilled
either under a broiler or,
more usually, in a toasted
sandwich maker (like a
George Foreman Grill). In
England the sandwich would
not normally be cooked in
the American Fashion, using
a frying pan.
In England, cheddar is
most commonly used and in
the United States. traditionally American cheese is used;
however, other cheeses such
as. gouda, Velveeta cheese
and Swiss can be used. It is
often supplemented with
additional ingredients, most
notably bacon and/or tomato,
but also avocado, tuna, meat,
pickles, herbs, spices, and
condiments such as mustard,
tomato sauce or Worcestershire sauce. It is traditionally
accompanied by tomato soup.
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insides of the bread and
place one slice of ham and
one slice of your favorite
cheese on the bread.
Melt the butter in the
skillet and brown the sandwiches on both sides in the
hot butter or grill in a waffle iron.
CRABBY JACK'S
GRILLED CHEESE
SANDWICH
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
I tablespoon lemon
juice
1/4 teaspoon cayenne
pepper
— 1/2 cup shredded
Gruyere
— Salt and pepper
— I can crab meat,
drained
— 4 slices sourdough
bread
— 2 tablespoons butter
In a small bowl, combine
mayonnaise, lemon juice,
cayenne pepper, grated
cheese, and salt and pepper,
to taste. Add crab meat to
mayonnaise mixture and stir
to combine. Spread crab
meat mixture on bread.
Cover with a second piece
of bread. Melt butter in a
medium skillet over medium
heat. Add sandwich and
brown for 2 minutes; flip
and continue to brown for 2
to 3 more minutes.
GERMAN STYLE
GRILLED CHEESE
— 4 slices wheat bread
— 2 tablespoons butter,
softened
— 2 thick slices sharp
cheddar cheese
— 1/4 cup Sauerkraut,
drained
Butter one side of two
slices of bread and place
buttered side down in skillet.
Place cheese slices on top
each slice of bread. Top
each sandwich with half of
the Sauerkraut. Butter
remaining two bread slices
and place butter side up, on
top of sandwiches in skillet.
Turn heat to medium and
grill about 10 minutes. Turn
sandwiches and grill about
five minutes more. Slice in
half and serve hot
CLUCK AND GRILLED
CHEESE SANDWICH
— 2 whole boneless
chicken breasts, skinned and
split (I lb.)
— 1/2 c. butter
— 8 slices country style
white bread
— 8 slices Jarlsberg
cheese
— 1/4 c. bottled chutney
— 1 small. red delicious
apple, cored and thinly sliced
In glass pie plate, arrange
chicken with thicker portions
toward outside. Cover with
plastic wrap; turn back one
corner to vent. Cook in
microwave on high 6 minutes; turn chicken over after
4 minutes. Let stand 5 minutes.
Melt unsalted butter in
glass cup on high about 30
seconds; brush some onto
both sides of bread slices.
Top each with cheese slice.
Slice each chicken breast
horizontally in half; arrange

Monday; "Work Before Play"
from 1 to 3 p.m. on Wednesday.
Events at The Nature Station include "Cool & Crawly
Critters Fest" all day on Saturday; "Backyard Safari" at
1:30 p.m. on Sunday; "Creature Feature: Red-Tailed Hawk"
at 2 p.m. on Tuesday; "Tales

of Scales- at 2 p.m. on Thursday.
On Friday and Saturday. July
20 and 21. the LBL Primitive
Rodeo and Wranglers Grand
Jubilee" will be at the Wranglers Campground. The rodeo
will be at 8 p.m. each night.
For more information call
toll free at I -800-LBL-7077.
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The grilled cheese sandwich is a variation on the
very old combination of
bread and cheese. The modern grilled cheese sandwich
(American cheese and sliced
white bread) began in the
1920s as an open sandwich.
The additional slice of bread
became common in the
1900s. Now I've got some
simple recipes for you to try.
If you have a recipe for
grilled cheese that I have
not covered, please e-mail us
at the e-mail address below.
MR. MOM BASIC
GRILLED CHEESE
SANDWICH
— 2 slices of Velveeta
Cheese
— 2 slices of whole
wheat bread
— 2 slices of unsalted
butter
— I tbsp extra virgin
olive oil
Take a non-stick skillet
and place on medium heat.
Add the olive oil and I
slice of butter to the skillet.
Take the two slices of bread
and put cheese between
them. Place in skillet and
grill until toasted, then
remove. Add the other slice
of butter and put sandwich
back in with toasted side up.
Serve with chips and sweet
pickle, or tomato soup.
BACON BITS AND
MUSTARD GRILLED
CHEESE SANDWICH
— 1/4 cup bacon bits
— 1 tsp mustard
Make grilled cheese sandwich as you normally would,
then add bacon bits and
mustard before you put top
slice of bread on.
BRANDON"S
GRANDMA"S GRILLED
CHEESE SANDWICH
— 4 strips of cooked,
and drained bacon
— 2 slices of white bread
— 2 slices of Velveeta
Cheese
— 2 Tomato slices (
optional )
Prepare sandwich like Mr.
Mom version but add bacon
strips (and tomato if you
like). Brandon's Grandmother
did not use tomato, but I
liked that change.
GRILLED APPLECHEESE SANDWICH
— 2 slices of Velveeta
cheese
— 2 slices of butter
— 2 slices of raisin bread
Butter one side of raisin
bread slices. Place one slice
butter side on griddle or
skillet. Top with one slice
cheese, then apple slices,
peeled. Add second slice of
cheese, then other slice of
raisin bread butter side up.
Grill on both sides until
light brown and cheese
melts.
GRILLED HAM AND
CHEESE SANDWICHES
Printed from COOKS.COM
— 4 slices of cheese,
Provolone, Cheddar, Swiss,
American, Sharp, Longhorn
— 4 slices of ham
— 8 slices of bread,
white or whole wheat or rye
— 4 tsp, unsalted butter
Spread butter on the

tography- from 10 a.m. to noon
and I to 4 p.m. and with invited artist, Tim Parson, from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday; "Hone
an Edge" at 2 p.m. Sunday;
"Family Living History Experience" from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
but call for reservations. on

2Yit-4,nnouncernen/
Brayden Lee McCuiston
M.J. McCuiston and Samantha Hill of Murray are the parents of a son. Brayden Lee McCuiston, born on Sunday, July
8. 2007. at 11 :12 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 6 pounds 6 ounces and measured 19
inches.
Grandparents are Mike and Angie Bennett of Paris. Tenn..
Sandy and Shane Ellis and Monty and Angie McCuiston all
of Murray.
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the bacon and one slice with
the sliced tomato. In a large
sauté pan, melt about 3 oz.
of butter over medium heat.
Once the butter has melted,
place the sandwiches into the
pan and cook until first side
is golden brown. Carefully
flip the sandwich with a
spatula and cook on the
other side. Remove the sandwiches and let cool for
about 2-3 minutes.
GRANDPA MIKE'S
PESTO GRILLED
CHEESE SANDWICH
— 8 slices sourdough
bread
— 2 tablespoons butter
— Grated Parmesan
cheese
— 4 slices American
cheese
— 1/2 cup Pesto Sauce
(recipe below) or a jar of
pesto sauce at store
— 4 slices thinly sliced
tomato
— 4 slices thinly sliced
onion
— 2 tablespoons bacon
bits
Spread butter on one side
of each slice of bread; sprinkle with Parmesan cheese.
With buttered sides down,
spread Pesto Sauce on 4
slices of bread. Tap pesto
with American cheese, tomato, and onion; sprinkle with
bacon bits. Top with remaining bread slices, buttered
sides up. Cook sandwiches
in a skillet over medium
heat about 10 minutes or
until bread is toasted and
cheese melts, turning once.
PESTO SAUCE: Place 2
cups packed fresh basil
leaves, 3/4 cup grated
Parmesan cheese, 1/4 cup
pine nuts, 1/2 cup olive oil,
and 3 cloves garlic in a
food processor. Process about
3 minutes or until smooth,
scraping sides down occa-

sionally.
VEGETABLE GRILLED
CHEESE SANDWICH
— Vegetable cooking
spray
— 2 Portobello mushrooms, cut into I/2* slices
— 1 red pepper, cut into
strips
— 2 slices onion. 1/2"
thick each
— 8 slices eggplant, 1/4"
thick each
— Garlic powder (optional)
— I cup shredded fat-free
mozzarella cheese
— 8 slices Whole Wheat
Bread
Spray a nonstick skillet
with vegetable cooking spray.
Heat over medium heat. Add
mushrooms, pepper and
onion to one side of pan.
Add eggplant. Sprinkle garlic
powder over all. Cook until
browned and tender. Add
eggplant and cook until
melted. Arrange eggplant
slices on 4 slices bread and
sprinkle with cheese. Add
mushrooms, pepper and
onion and sprinkle with
more cheese. Butter bread
on both sides and grill until
toasted on both sides.
These are just a few
recipes. I'm sure you have
some favorite one also, so
please e-mail us at mrmommurray@bellsouth.net or
write Mr. MOM at Murray
Ledger & Times. Remember
as my daughter said "that's
a keeper".

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the
&TIMES

welcome
Dr. Matthew Price
The physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center
are proud to announce that Dr. Matthew Price will be
opening his new Obstetrics and Gynecology practice in
association with their group beginning July 23, 2007.
Dr. Price comes both highly trained and highly
recommended from the University Of Louisville
Deportment Of Ob-Gyn where he did his residency
Dr. Price will be offering you the latest in
Obstetrics and Gynecology in an office with
the reputation of providing modern, up to
date care. His office will be temporarily
located in Suite 480 West of the Medico!
Arts Building until our move in October into
one of the most technologically advanced
offices in America. The new facility is
located at 7000 South 12th Street at the
corner of 12th Street and Glendale.
Please loin us in welcoming Matt, his
wife Monica, and their two children
Kamden & Kaitlyn back to Calloway County.
Appointments can be made by calling
(270)759-9200.

Primary rip
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

We oho Wealth Coyetwo tor
Indenduals without Group Cchtecage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students

Monday - Friday:
8am - 8pm

COBRA /Alternative
Sell mPtoYeIl

#469

two halves over each slice
of cheese. Spread chutney
over chicken on each sandwich, dividing evenly; cover
each with some apple slices.
Top with a slice of remaining bread.
Preheat microwave sandwich grill with cover on
upper hinge for a thick
sandwich, as manitfacturer
directs. Place one sandwich
on bottom half of grill; close
cover. Cook on high 45 seconds. Remove sandwich;
clean and preheat grill before
preheating with remaining
sandwiches. If desired, serve
with tortilla chips and pickles.
HERBED GOAT
CHEESE GRILLED
CHEESE WITH BACON
AND TOMATO
— 6 oz softened goat
cheese
— 2 oz mixed fresh
herbs (parsley, chives, rosemary, chervil, basil, sage,
etc.) chopped
— 1 large tomato, sliced
thin
— 6-8 pieces cooked
smoked bacon
— 4 slices sour dough
bread, cut to about I 1/2
inch thickness
— Butter, as needed
— Salt and pepper, to
taste
In a mixing bowl, combine the goat cheese,
chopped herbs and salt and
pepper, mix until completely
mixed. Butter both sides of
the bread and place on wax
paper. Gently spread the goat
cheese mixture onto the
bread to about an 1/8 of an
inch in thickness. On one
side place the sliced tomato
and the other side place the
bacon. Make two sandwiches
with the four slices of bread
you prepared. Each sandwich
should have one slice with
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MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP
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By MICHAEL DWI.
Sports Writer
Chances are, on can expect much of
the same at the "U-America Summer
Hoops Classic, whi4 opened earlier today
at the Regional Spe4aIEvents Center.
Spectators who
e their way to the
sixth-annual event 4i expect to see some
differences, as well.
Some of the us cast of characters
will descend on the FEC,like teams from
both Murray and
oway County high
schools. Also sche ed to make appearances are Gray County, Paducah
Tilghman, Marsha County and Ballard
Memorial.
Then, things wil et interesting.
"It'll be inhere g to see Calloway
C ty
post
Terry
(B song) and Graves
wi Terry," said primary
Cl ic organizer Dan
H n, a former Murray
Hi coach who now
pu the reins on the
su er event.
'rdsong left the
La rs at the beginning
ot June to till the va ni coaching position
left by Allen Hatche at raves County.

By MSU Media Relations
Four Murray State football players
have been recognized in Phil Steele's
annual preseason NCAA football
magazine.
Senior linebacker Nathan Williams
was selected to Steele's 2007
Preseason All-Ohio Valley Conference
First Team. Tight end Zach Knight,
safety Taylor Lanigan and cornerback
Derrick Parrott were second team
selections.,
"I'm excited that Nate, Zach,
Taylor and Derrick have earned this

recognition," said MSU head coach
Matt Griffin. "These four guys have
worked very hard and are leaders in
our program. They know that there is a
lot of work still to do for our team to
reach its goals, and I know they'll continue working hard to help get us
there."
Williams led the OVC and finished
seventh in the nation with an average
of 11.1 tackles per game in 2006. The
Murray native had five games with
double digit tackle performances.
Knight, a junior, made the switch to
tight end in 2006 and started six

games. He finished the season with 12
receptions for 148 yards. The
Huntsville, Ala., native had a career
day against Eastern Kentucky, catching a career-best five passes for a
career-best 73 yards.
Lanigan started all 11 games at
safety as a freshman in 2006. He finished third on the team with 73 tackles, had six tackles for a loss and
recorded !.5 sacks. The Naples, Fla.,
native finished the season ranked 12th
in the OVC with an average of 6.6
tackles per game.
Parrott, a senior from Mayfield,

finished the 2006 season with 42 tackles, six pass break-ups, one forced
fumble and one blocked kick. He also
returned 16 kickoffs for an average ot
23.1 yards per return, which ranked
fourth in the OVC and 26th in the
nation.
Steele's 35-page NCAA Football
Championship Subdivision(FCS)preview is in the PAC 10 Football 2007
Preview magazine.
The Racers are scheduled to report
for preseason camp on Aug. 4. MSU
will open its 2007 season on Aug. 30
at in-state rival Louisville.
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Same aces,
New ItIaces
GLLLISPLF4 JIUGGINS
ADJUSTIN TO TEAMS
PHILADELPHI (AP) — Tubby
Smith hit the road s ly after taking the
job at Minnesota,
.ng his vision of
what the Gophers wi be about and hoping
that everyone liked
pitch.
Only instead of zed recruits, Smith
met with people fn all over Minnesota
as pan of a coaches :aravan that allowed
him to reach out to depressed fan base
that, much like the
gram he inherited,
was sorely in need of revitalization.
What Smith found a4t was that the kind
of winning percentage at caused grumbling in Kentucky earrd him a welcome
worthy of a returning *five son from the
disillusioned fans.
"There's a sense 01 people wanting to
be excited," Smith said. "I needed a new
challenge and something to really get the
blood going again. This is it. Minnesota's
that place."
Smith was one of more than 50 coaches
to take a new job this offseason and easily
the highest in profile, with a national
championship at Kentucky and 14 straight
20-win seasons. All had their reasons —
heading home, more money. better program — but all had one thing in common:
his always hard." said John Beilein,
who left West'Virginia for Michigan. "But
sometimes it's just refreshing to start
anew."
•Soo COACHES,28

1110•TY KENNEDY / AP
Bob Huggins, basketball coach at
West Virginia. talks on his cell phone
as he watches a basketball camp
game Tuesday in Philadelphia.
Huggtns is enjoying a happy homeWelling in his return to West Virginia.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State University soccer camp participants work on drills Wednesday during the Lady Racer team camp on the practice fields at MSU. The
camp concludes Friday.

MLB ROUNDUP

Plenty of slick picks for second half
STORY OF SECOND HALF COULD BE SURPRISE CONTENDERS
By JAY COHEN
AP Sports Writer
Barry Bonds likely will take down
the Hammer's home run record soon.
The fates of the surprising Milwaukee
Brewers, the World Series champion
St. Louis Cardinals and the New York
Yankees are far murkier.
With baseball still buzzing about
Ichiro Suzuki's sprint around the AllStar bases, the talk turned to the dash
to October.
"Now the fun starts," San Diego
outfielder Brian Giles said.
Can Alfonso Soriano and Lou
Pimella lead the Chicago Cubs into the
playoffs? Will Jake Peavy and the
Padres emerge from the packed NL
West? Are David Ortiz and the Boston
Red Sox going to breeze the rest of the
way?
Some things are fairly certain.
Surely some trades are on deck before
the July 31 deadline — Ken Griffey
Jr., anyone?
The second half opens Thursday
with Bonds just five homers shy of
breaking Hank Aaron's career record
of 755. The only question seems to be
whether commissioner Bud Selig will
be there to see it.
Tom Glavine will start this week
going for win No. 298. Alex
Rodriguez is six home runs short of
joining the 500 club — Frank Thomas
already made it this year. And the
Philadelphia Phillies will reach a
much bigger and more dubious mark
Their next loss will make them the
first team in major league history to
drop 10,000 games.
The race for records will soon give
way to the chase for playoff spots.
Almost half the teams are within 5 1/2
games of a postseason berth, including
clubs in two hard-luck cities.
There is joy in Seattle, where the
Manners are just 2 1/2 games behind

AL BEHRMAN / AP

Barry Bonds' pursuit of the all-time home run record is just one of several stories that are set to play out in the
second half of the baseball season, which resumes tonight.
the Los Angeles Angels after finishing
last in the AL West for three straight
seasons. Fans there may get some
other good news. too: Suzuki. MVP of
the AL's 5-4 win Tuesday night, is
close to signing a long-term contract
extension.
The summer also is a lot brighter in
Milwaukee, where Prince Fielder and
the Brewers lead the NI Central by 4
1/2 games over the Chicago Cubs —
buoyed by their major league-best 30-

13 home mark.

Milwaukee has not finished a season over .500 since 1992 — when it
played in the American League.
"They all have a lot of confidence
in their abilities and they all are
extremely talented," Brewers manager
Ned Yost said. "I'll take my chances
with them."
Even for teams like Texas.
Cincinnati and Kansas City that seem
to be out of contention, the trading

deadline could bring hope for the
future.
The Rangers. with slugger Mark
Teixeira and relievers Eric Gagne and
Akinori Otsuka, could be major players. And the Reds are hound to get a
few calls, with Adam Dunn among
those available for contenders looking
for a boost.
The Yankees could be buyers or
sellers with their string of nine straight
division tides in trouble.
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AWARDS NIGHT: Members of the Calloway County High School softball team recently received awards
at the squad's
„season-ending banquet at the Curris Center Players who received awards included (front row,
from left) Karlee Wilson,
Ashton Futrell, Brittney Reynolds, Allie Thompson, Alyssa Cunningham, Meagan Starks, Whitney
Gardner, Knstin
Boggess, Georgia Barnett, (back row) Taylor Futrell, Lauren Benson, Jackie Metcalf, Taylor
Armstrong. Kayla
....Cunningham. Sam Butts. Brittany Fox, Toree Rogers and Brittnee Dietz
5#,
•; •

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Stenclittge
UI Times CDT
East Division
W LPcI GB
53 34 609 Boston
43 44.494 10
Toronto
42 43 494 10
New York
38 49 437 15
Baltimore
34 53 391 19
Tampa Da,
Central Division
Central Division
W L Pct GEI
W L Pct Gill
Detroit
52 34 605
49 39 557 Cleveland
52 36 591
44 43 506 4 1/2
1
45 43 511
Minnesota
40 45 471 11/2
8
Chicago
39 47 453 13
40 48 455
9
Kansas City
38 50 432 15
39 50 43810 1/2
West Division
36 52 409 13

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GB
New York
46 39552 47 42 528
Atianta
2
Philadelphia
44 44 500 4 1/2
Florida
7
42 47472
Washington
36 52 40912 1/2
Milwaukee
Chicago
St Louis
Pittsburgh
Houston
Cincinnati

West Division
W L

San Diego
Los Angeles
Arizona

Colorado
San Francisco

49
49
47
44
36

Pct GB
38 563 40 551
1
43 522 3 1/2
44 500 5 1/2
48 44210 1/2

W
Los Angeie-,

L Pct

53
49
44
38

Seattle
Oakland
Texas

GB

35 602
36 576 2 1/2
44 500
9
50 432 15

Wednesday's Games

No games scheluied
Thundey's Games

Wednesday's Games

No games scheduled
Thursday's Cisme

Cincinnati (Arroyo 3-9) at N Y Meta
i0 Hernandez 4-4), 6:10 p m
Friday's Games

Houston (Jennings 1-4) at Chicago
Cubs(Zambrano 10-7), 1 20 pm
Washington (Bergmann 1-5) at Floncia
(Wilks 7-7). 6 05 p m
St Louis(K Welts 3-11) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 7-7) 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (Bets* 5-6) at N Y Mets
(Maine 10-4) 6 10 p m
PMsburgh (Snell 7-5) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 8-5i, 6 35 p m
Colorado (Francis 8-5) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 10-1). 705 pm
San Diego (Maddox 7-61 at Arizona
(Davis 5-10). 8 40 p m
L A Dodgers(Lowe 8-8) at San
Francisco (Cain 3-91 9 15 p m

-4

a.)
MONETARY REWARD: American Legion Post 73 Commander Duane Brown and Adjutant Lois Wells
recently present
ed a $750 chcek to the coaching staff and the players of the Junior Amencan Legion baseball team,
which is sponsored
by the organization

Toronto illalledry 10-3; at Boston
(Wakeheid 94)805 p m
Chicago WNW Ox (Garland 6-6) at
Baltimore (Guline 4-2) 605 pm
N Y Yankees(Fondle 4-6) at Tampa
Bay (Shields 7-.).6 10 p m
Oakland (Gaugli 8-3) at Minnesota
(Baker 3-3), 7/10 pm
Detroit (Maier 42) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 641, 905 p m
Min's Games
Toronto (Marctin 4-3) at Boston

TEIV(ifeZ 5-7), E05 pm
Kansas City iletraz 4-8) at Cleveland
(Westtyrook 1-4 6 05 p m
Chicago White vox (Buehrie 6-4) at
Baltimore (Beard 7-4), 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees Flemens 2-3) at Tampa
Bay iKazine 5.4), 6 10 p m
Oakland 1Hair 10-3) at Minnesota
Santana 1041, 7 10 p.m
Detroit (Bondllman 9-1) at Seattle
i Washburn 8-6 9 05 p M
Texas (Millwoo 6-71 at L A Angels
Jer Weaver 5-), 9 05 p m

•Mid-America
II Coaches
Fiorn Page 1B
'"All the coaches scouting at
thi• week's elite Reebok high
st!hool basketball camp at
Ptatadelphia University looked
straight out of a merchandise
cjplog with schiol logos arid
names stitched all over their
polo shirts. only it seemed
stigfhtly oil to see the coaches
%I...2ring them
;Only months ago. Kansas'
041 Self chat with Bob Huggins

and Billy Gillispie in the bleachers may as well have been an
impromptu Big 12 coaches conference. Instead. Huggins bolted
from Kansas Slate alter one year
to fill Beilem.s spot at West
Virginia and Gillispie left his
blossoming Texas A&M program for the more prestigious
Kentucky job vacated by Smith
While the demands of
appeasing an often finicky fan
base, along with fi.e doubleit ty 1. loss seasons in the last

eight years. started to wear on
Smith. Gillispie is ready for the
challenge.
Gillispie has made his mark
rebuilding programs like UTEP
from 2002-04 and then at Texas
Aticht where he just led the
Aggies to the NCAA tournament's round of 16 for the first
time in 27 years The expectations are higher at Kentucky and
Gillispie knows he can return
the program to among the
nation's elite.

0% financing for 12 months'
on all EZtrak" Series zero-turn mowers

Mow with the
greatest of ease.
All models only available
at your local John Deere Dealer

a.

engine•54-mch Edge'Cutting System
isigh ground speed• inch high bock mile
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(6 5-hp Boggs & Straiten engine•42 inch Edge"
Cutting System •7 mph ground speed

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

Oklahoma
to appeal
NCAA
decision
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
The University of Oklahoma
plans to appeal the NCAA's ruling
that the school was guilty of a
io monitor' the employment of players and must erase
eight football victories from the
2005 season.
The
NCAA
also said
Wednesday that the Sooners must
cut two scholarships for the 200809 and 2009-10 school years in
the Cane involving two players
Licked off the team last August for
being paid for wort they didn't
perform at a Norman car dealership.
Oklahoma president David
Boren said the university will
appeal the NCAA's -failure to
monitor- finding and the ruling
that Oklahoma must erase the
2005 wins. As of Thursday.
Oklahoma had 14 days to notify
therkICAA in wnting of any such
appeal.
-We do not believe that erasing
the 2005 season from the record
hooks is fair to the over 1(10 student athletes and coaches who
played by the rules and worked
their hearts out for a successful
season that year.- Boren said.
The Sooners went 8-4 and heat
Oregon in the Holiday Bowl to
end the 2005 season Records
from that WASOR involving quarterback Rhett Bomar and offensive lineman J.D. Quinn must he
erased. the NCAA said, and coach
Bob Stoofh career record will be
amended, dropping it from 136-19
in eight seasons to 78-19.

1
or top-10 team in the Bluegrass
From Page 113
But even though Hatcher state when preseason rankings
moved clear across the state to are releasec this winter.
JefferseQ City is one of
Perry County Central, the
Commodores and the former Missouri's op teams. while
Eagles' coach were slated to be FAiwardsvill is one of southern
top 4ass AA teams.
in attendance for the opening of
The
a list 01 teams that are
the three-day event this after- scheduled
0take pan In the Mid-America
noon.
Summer
seClassic at the RSEC in
Games will be played until kkirray The vent gets underway today
will
with tournament play on
10 p.m. today and will resume end
Saturday ;
on Friday. beginning at 19.444. .
--Lballard Memorial, Caltaway
nty, CasTlan County, Community
and ending around 8 p.m.
Christian as*son Springs. Graves
Teams will play a total of six County Hein, County Hopkinsville
games over the first three days Lexington Calolic Madisonville, Marshal(
of the event, then play in a sin- County Maylleid Murray, Ohio County
Paducah Tagliman Perry County Central
gle-elimination
tournament, St Mary. Tngg County University
Heights
which begins on Saturday at II Academy
Tenneemar - Cordova Dyer County
a.m.
Gallatin Geirantown, Henry
Forty-four teams from six ObiOn ceatiajiycamore Wilson County
Central
states (Kentucky. Tennessee, 11111nota - Bdkille keine Edwardsville
Missouri, Illinois. Arkansas and Galatia Pope(aunty, Sonighek1 Calvary
Vienna
Florida) will comprise the field. Missouri — etterson City Kinwood
including Lexington Catholic, Normandy
which is believed will be a top-5 Arkansas — (aye City
Florida - FonWalton Beach

Tomlinson wins 4 ESPY
awards; Colts take 3
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
LaDainian Tomlinson won four
trophies at the ESPY Awards on
Wednesday night, including
male athlete of the year for his
record-setting season with the
San Diego Chargers.
Tomlinson defeated LeBron
James of the Cleveland
Cavaliers, Indianapolis Colts
quarterback Peyton Manning.
Wimbledon champion Roger
Federer and Tiger Woods for
athlete of the year.
James and comedian Jimmy.
Kimmel co-hosted the 15th
annual show honoring the year's
best sports moments and athletes at Hollywood'. Kodak
Theatre. It airs Sunday at 9 p.m.
EDT on ESPN.
Tomlinson also won best
NFL player, record-breaking
perfurmance. anti the I .ike

Nothing Else award. The NFL
MVP scored 31 touchdowns and
186 points, both league records,
and rushed for 1.875 yards.
Tomlinson declined to appear
backstage to talk with reporters
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TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE LACROSSE
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When: Sat., July 14th @ 9:30-12:00
Where: Murray State University
Health & Wellness Center
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lookingBack
141 years ago
Steve Kroehler has been named
AS pnncipal
of Murray Middle
School. according to W.A.
Franklin, supennterident of Murray Independent School Board. The
board also approved an $87,000
technology budget for the 199798 school year
Mr. and Mrs Charles Andrews
are today celebrating theu 60th
wedding anniventary.
Robert and Preston Weatherly
of Murray will participate in the
Bluegrass Collegiate Baseball
League at Lexington this summer. They are members of the Murray State University Baseball
Team.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Earl
Brown and Donna Krueger
rehearsing for a performance of
Murray State University's Summer Showcase" presented each
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
through Aug. 7 at M3U Curns
Center Stable. The photo was by
MSU Photographer Rory Johnson.
Births reported inclade a girl
to Iris and Ralph Farris, July 9.
Descendants of the BurdEdwards family met for their
ninth annual reunion on June 28
at the Farmington Community
Center.
30 years ago
Rainy weather anti a muddy
track didn't stop the four-wheel
drive pull last night at the 1977
Murray-Calloway Copt), Jaycee
Fair officially open*. Winners
were Tommy West, /teve Treas,
Ronnie Grogan, Gary Tenter, Kenneth Grady and Kenneth Wigpm.
Published is a picture of members and associate tiembers of
Murray Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees who made a tour through the

Land Between the Lakes. The
tour was led by Robert H. Dossslab,
former
administration
employee of LJ3L. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Hill.
16 years ago
The -Key to Lionism" was
presented to James Rogers by
Vernon Anderson last night at a
meeting of the Murray UOILS Club
at the Murray Woman's Club
house. Rogers qualified for the
key by sponsoring six new members who have remained in the
Lions Club for at least one year.
Ronald E. Hopkins, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Hopkins
of Rt. 1, Dexter, enlisted in the
United State Army on July 5 and
is now taking basic training at
Fort Campbell.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Lovins, July 9.
50 years ago
Cleo Sykes, scoutmaster for
Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray,
was on a nationwide telecast on
July 10 when Dave Garroway
interviewed Scouts and Scout personnel on his NBC show. This
was about the Boy Scout Jamboree at Valley Forge, Pa. Sykes
and two scouts, Joe Overbey and
Ronnie McKeel of Murray, are
attending the jamboree.
Sarah Jane Wilkerson and Billy
Joe Crick were married June 30
in Booneville, Miss.
60 years ago
Calloway County entries were
among the winners at the West
Kentucky Fair at Paducah. The
Smith Brothers placed in the beef
cattle contest and Dr. Hugh L.
Houston was awarded pnzes in
the hog contest.
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall,
pastor of Hazel Baptist Church,
will be the speaker at the revival
services to start July 13 at Flint
Baptist Church.

Daughter told to leave home
is frightened for her future
DEAR ABBY: 1 need your
help. Last week, my mother
and I got into a huge fight,
with her screaming at me, •I
don't want you living here ever
again! I ran into my room
in tears, hoping she didn't really mean what she said.
Yesterday, she put
a
30-day
notice
on
door,
my
telling me to
move out.
I'm 19, so
it's probably
legal for her
Dear Abby to do this to
me, but I
don't want to
By Abigail
go. I love
Van Buren
my family.
My father is no longer in the
picture. I haven't seen him
since 1 was 2. 1 love my house,
my room, my life. I have
nowhere to go. 1 have very
little money, no skills, no job,
no license and no car. My
mother never taught me to be
independent.
I don't understand why she's
doing this. I don't drink or do
drugs and I'm not promiscuous. I'm going to a junior college and getting good grades.
My mother once promised me
that if I went to college I
could live with her.
I am terrified of being homeless. I'm terrified of losing my
family. I could get raped or
robbed, and if I don't find a
job, I could starve to death.
Even if I do find a place,

Todaylnlilstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 12,
the 193rd day of 2007 There are
172 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 12, 1862. Congress
authorized the Medal of Honor.
On this date:
In 100 B.C.. Romeo dictator
Julius Caesar was bort.
In 1690, forces led b• William
of Orange defeated the army of
James II at the Battle (Ache Boyne
in Ireland.
Et A Et'Y E3 L

In 1812, U.S. forces led by
Gen. William Hull entered Canada during the War of 1812 against
Britain. (However, Hull retreated
shortly thereafter to Detroit.)
In 1817, naturalist-author Henry
David Thoreau was born in Concord, Mass.
In 1854, George Eastman,
inventor of the Kodak camera and
film, was born in Waterville, N.Y.
In 1948,the Democratic National Convention opened in Philadel-

In 1977, President Jimmy Carter
defended Supreme Court decisions
limiting government payments for
poor women's abortions, saying,
"There are many things in life
that are not fair."
In 1984, Democratic presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale
announced he had chosen U.S.
Rep. Geraldine A. Ferraro of New
York to be his running-mate; Ferraro was the first woman to run
for vice president on a majorparty ticket.
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what happens if I get sick or
injured? No one will take care
of me. I'm not ready to live
on my own yet, and I resent
her thinking that I can.
I have tried talking to her
about this. All she said was,
don't care what you do with
your life, lust get out." I feel
like an orphan. What should
I do? Is there any way I can
convince her to let me stay?
I have nowhere else to turn.
Please help me. -- TERRIFIED IN SANTA ROSA
DEAR TERRIFIED: It
would have been helpful if
you had mentioned what precipitated the "huge fight' that
caused your mother to order
you out. It might have given
me an insight into her mental
State. But because her mind
seems to be made up, you
must immediately talk to a
counselor at school about student housing and employment
that might be available.
Former president Franklin
Delano Roosevelt once said,
"The only thing we have to
fear is fear itself." That statement applies to you. You WILL
make it through this difficult
time. You are not the only
young person who has, by
unfortunate circumstances, been
forced to stand on her own
two feet at a moment's notice.
However, your first stop should
be the school counselor's office,
and your second at the financial office.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have a gripe
I hope you can help me with.
am a 51-year-old man who
has an 18-month-old son. Every
time I take him anywhere, people come up to me and ask
if he is my grandson. Why
would people assume such a
thing?
Maybe I'm making too much
out of this, but it really was
bothering me. So now, after
telling them, "No, he's my son"
several times, I have finally
given up.
Now if someone asks if my
son is my grandson, I reply,
"No. My grandson lives in Los
Angeles with his mother. This
is my grandsor4s uncle."
It usually takes a few minutes for the light to come on,
but they eventually get it. -ROBIN IN NEWARK, CALIF
DEAR ROBIN: Your letter proves that sometimes even
the most innocuous question
can be tactless. And with so
many mature men starting second families these days, you'd
think people would know better. In the past I have heard
similar stories from older mothers who have let their hair go
gray.
I like your solution, though.
A humorous response often
gets a message across better
than an angry one.
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Education first step
to treatment
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 read
one of your columns titled "Neuropathy treatment not always
effective." The reader described
over three years of efforts by
physicians and medications to
alleviate the excruciating pain
of idiopathic
neuropathy,
without
relief.
I've been
doing some
Internet surfing
and
found several interesting
Web
sites
Dr. Gott
suggesting
that
many
By
Dr. Peter Gott undiagnosed
or misdiagnosed illnesses might be due to
the ingestion of aspartame in
diet drinks and 'other foods. It
would be interesting to ask the
reader if diet drinks were consumed. If so, he or she should
stop the ingestion of aspartame
for a couple of months to see
if the symptoms go away.
Here are the Web sites I
found most interesting: www.dorway,com/mysympt.txt; www.dorway.com/badnews.txt; www.theccologist.orglarchive_detail.asp?c
ontent_id=457; www.theecologistorg/archive_detail.asp?content_id=458; and www.theecologist.org/archi ve_detail.asp?content_id=459.
DEAR READER: Idiopathic neuropathy, a form of nerve
malfunction that causes excruciating pain, burning and numbness, is extremely difficult to
treat. The condition plagues
patient and physician alike. Treatment has included prescription
medication, magnets, mega doses
of vitamin B, reflexology, soap
under the sheets, medicated

VapoRub, the judicious use at
narcotics and more.
As I have said in the past.
patients with this conditioe
should start with their primary
care physician — the best judge
of a person's health needs. He
or she might suggest an ovuthe-counter medicine as a first
step and progress from there.
Thank you for supplying the
Web site information. Patient
education is an excellent beginning in understanding this complex condition.
DEAR DR. GOTI': I have
never written a letter like this
before, but I figure if I can
help just one man or woman,
it's worth it. Yes, men can get
breast cancer, too.
I read in your column one
day about the lady with the
inverted nipple that, as I understand it, didn't show up as cancer. Her doctor didn't do anything about it.
Well, take it from someone
who knows: It can be cancer
in the milk ducts. I ended up
losing my right breast due to.
this kind of cancer. It didn't
show up in two mammograms,
but a biopsy revealed it. It spread
fast, as I understand this type
does.
I hope this puts a light on
anyone who has an inverted nipple. Don't wait, but see your
doctor at once. Hope you can
get it in time if that is what it
happens to be. I'm sure glad I
did, or I would likely have died
four or more years ago.
DEAR READER: Your comments are appropriate. Inflammatory breast cancer and cancer of the milk ducts may not
show up on a mammog,rarn. As
inverted nipple or a skin dimple must not be ignored.

CodtraCtBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q 2
K 105
•K 6 2
*10984
WEST
EAST
•7
•K 9 8 6 4
•8 3 2
•9 7 6 4
•Q.14
•A 10 7 3
•7 6 5 2
4Q3
SOUTH
4J 1053
AQ
5985
*A K
The bidding:
South
West
North East
I NT
3 NT
Pass
All Pass
Opening lead
six of spades.
When and when polio finesse is
one of the most common problems
encountered by declarer. Its very frequency of occurrence makes this
segment of the game a subject worthy of close study.
Consider this deal where West led
a spade against three notrump, taken
by South with the ten. Assuming
West had the spade king, declarer
could count three spade tricks. three
hearts and two clubs as sure winners,
leaving him one trick short of his
goal.
South saw there were two ways
he might acquire a ninth trick. One
was to play West for the ace of diamonds, in which case a lead toward
the king would produce trick number

nine. The other was to finesse against
East for the queen of clubs.
Since it was too dangerous to test
the diamond situation first. South
cashed the ace of clubs at trick two,
entered dummy with the queen of
spades and led a club to the jack.
Unfortunately, the jack lost to the
queen, and West, having no other
hope, shifted to the queen of diamonds. The defense then rattled off
four diamond tricks, and declarer
went down one.
Of course, if South had known the
actual club situation, he would have
cashed the A-K, caught the queen
and made four notrump. The question is whether South should have
played in this fashion without the
benefit of a peek at the last-West
cards.
Strange as it might seem, this is
the right line of play. If the matter is
considered objectively. it is clear that
South should not have taken a club
finesse.
Obviously,the basis for the finesse
is the hope that East was dealt skip
queen of clubs. But if this is actin*
the case, declarer is sure to make Ohs
contract by playing the A-K-1 ef
clubs. East may take the queen if he
has it, but dummy's ten lecom..ti
South's ninth trick without runn4
the risk of West gaining the lead
v
the potentially fatal diamond shift.. •.
At the same time, cashing the 44:
guards against West's having started.
with the Q-x of clubs, and thereby
adds significantly to South's oserall
chances.
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1 Stir-fry pans
5 Battery word
9 Chicken piece
12 Met highlight
13 Done With
14 Emma
in 'The
Avengers"
15 Spirt
16 Hooray for me(
Myph
17 Struck a match
18 Bastille Day
up
20
22 Command
25 Comet - Bopp
27 Smolder
28 Our sun
29 Pack member
33 Mountain
overlooking
34 Gradation
of color
35 Catch a bug

PEANUTS,4

36 Gels
38 Avail oneself of
39 NY ballpark
40 Cleveland s
waters
42 Scrawny
441 Cowboy show
46 Hired car
47 Rowboat need
48 Restaurant
51 Times around
the track
55 Tackle a slope
56 Philosopher
- Marx
57 Fictional
governess
58 Cleopatra s
snake
59 Down the tubes
60 Blizzard maker
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PHYSICAL THERAPISTS

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

IOT

LOOKING FOR
EXTRA MONEY?

I 11 E o

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions ass)able Earn $7-$16 per
selling
No
hour.
Training provided If
you have a pleasant
1/01Ce, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call 7599056
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and ill shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Deve4n, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner or
Assistant
Physician
needed part-time at the
Allergy & Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
Please send résumé
with references to 2957
US Hwy. 64IN. Murray,
KY 42071

Larry L. Wilson

k

ERTISING SALES

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

STEVE VIDNIER

753-1752

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

neu,

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Nlurray

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & Times

PUBLIC AUCTION

REMODELED AND
PRICED TO SELL""
668 Green Plain Rd.

Saturday, July 14, 2007•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From
Murray, KY take Hwy.94 West,set auction sign. From
Mav field take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, turn onto
Hwy. 1836, see auction sign, follow to auction.
Much ot this auction will be fr ui three generations of bundles Nice old pnmiuse lteMS

- old oak coffee grinder - fine oak wall telephone over WO years old - small one stand

460

4828

s54s ,• ,‘/-111,1'10"1'
ens sills r I MI.
\11

.121 North

3BR, 2BA, 1,510 Sq.Ft. Like new and moe-in
tr-ady! Beautiful hardwood fl orsi 2-('sr A/G •

SPACIOUS
HOME.
one block from Murray
High
School.
Beautifully landscaped
corner lot. 4 bedrooms,
3
baths.
Living
room/dining room combination. Eat-in kitchen.
Large recreation room.
2 unique decks. Well
maintained. Call to see.
227-5414

Shop $114,900
,

170

M see more pictures, visit us on the
web at www.creativepropertysulvers.cont.
Or call as 170-761-HOME
to arrange a showing.

cast Mae items. Also some horse drawn tools This will be an all day auctioa
Lima ,4railabk *Nor responsible for accidents • Ruin or Skim.

&ARM
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

For more information and your auction needs phone
DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEER
& REAL ESTATE BROKER
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
320
Aputrissrits For Rent

400

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375

Call Today!
7534668.
360

Storm Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

A Better Place to Store"
ws 12IN. asross from
ational Guard Aizuuvy

270-759-5555
siF.W UNITS

NOW renting
ate! at 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

• ph
H/A
9898

1480

al
nts
2
I,

1BA
Pets
luded
plus

: •

I bath,
unites.
varsity
8021

-113-01t , water
now, no

owns

1207 1

283

Lfç

Antique furniture,

Baby stroller, table
lamps, Oak end
tables, microwave
bread baker, toaster,
can opener, dishes,
bedspreads,
odd items

YARD SALE
2120
Gatesborough
Fri & Sat
Barn-?

380

Pits Stipples
led

YARD SALE
256 Charley
Miller Almo
Fri & Sat
8AM to?

bar stools, turkey
fryer, games,
decorative Items,
clothes, much
more

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 293-

AKC Lab pups $100.00
328-8780 970-1061
AKC Maltese. 3 males.
1 female
Hypoallergenic. shots
& wormed. Ready
7/30/07. Taking
deposits. 5550-$600
(270)345-2885,
(270)705-6603

Adult clothes 4-8,
name brand jeans,
home decor, girls
clothes, & shoes
toys, lawn chairs, fish
pond & pump and
lots more

AKC white German
Shepherd pups. Born
6/3/07 Asking $275.
South Fulton, TN 1731-479-0497

clothes, dishes,
blankets, housr3ware
misc., tools,
ChristMas miSc., 10
speed bikes, exercise
bike, oak bench, etc.

YARD SALE
1503 Henry St.
Thurs, Fri & Sat
8AM-2PM

2100 Carol Dr.
Fri., July 13
7:30AM-12PM

fire98

2394 Hwy. 641N,
signs posted
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine

GARAGE
SALE

Coir pmeneal Prop For Rent
00

1408 Poplar St.
Fri. & Sat.
8AM-3PM

MOVING SALE
1704 Miller Ave.
Fri & Sat
8:00-2:00
Toys, boy's clothes,
toys, chairs, toys,
books toys, VHS
tapes, toys,
computer stuff
and toys

&L RENTALS
INI-STORAGE

4-A
per
93-

GARAGE
SALE

records, stereos
(2), CDS, DVDS,
china, crystal,
lots of stuff

BOG(;ESS
NELF-STt >RACE

Yard Sale

ESTATE
SALE
air conditioner,
microwave
BeauhControt
cOsemetics. electronics, Tuppehvare,
kitchenware. glassware, dog houses,
books, lots of misc.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special

57

100
Yard Sale

MOVING
SALE
4482 St. Rt.
121S, 3.5 miles
south of Murray
Sat.• 8AM-3PM
electronic & computer equipment,
furniture, window
A/C, quality home

furnishings. Cheap
prices!

BACKYARD
SALE
616
Keenland
Fri & Sat
7:00-Noon
A Variety

GARAGE
SALE
2220 Woodgate
Dr.
Fri morning
7AM-10AM
computer desk, teen
room furnishings,
very nice wood tutor)
& misc items

38R, 2BA, full bsmt,
1/2 block from hospital,
$124,900 owner/agent
Acreage, 7-11 acre
tracts, $3,200 acre.
Diversified Real Estate
Services 270-753-2431
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as
which
amended,
makes it illegal to
advertise any preference, limitation, or
discrimination based
on race, color, religion, sex, or national
Origin, or an intention
to make any such
preference, limitation,
discrimination.
or
This newspaper will
not knowingly accept
any advertising for
real estate which is in
violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised
in this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'
%I HI Ifin sts
1n) Location.
113 Condition
‘.5,
ails l'11111110CF:% ,0011

1

1181
Li
alte Property

FIRST TIME
OF

Lakefront w/dock
$74,900
1+ AC Lake Access
$34,900
w/FREE Boat Slips!
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake! Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat!
Excellent financing.
Call 1-800-704-3154
ext 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC
las Fee Sale

FSBO:

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5Th STREET
753-3500

28.5 acres,
52,000/acre. Mitchell
Story Rd 293-1437
460

180

Ado Rats

Hawse For Sale

USED TIRES

1,100 sq.ft. home +300

Beautitu

secluded farm, 24
acres, partially wooded, pond, gardens.
2,000 sq. ft. 3 bedroom
1 bath well-maintained
home, 30x30 heated
shop w/ottice, 1 large
barn, 1 small barn
wlwater, electric. New
Providence
area,
$129,500. 492-8446

Call 753-5606
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

3BR IBA ranch style
home. Murray school
district. $78,000. 270436-2034,
270-293-9076

DOG Obedience
438-2858.
puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC, CKC, dew claws
removed,
shots,
male
&
wormed,
female. $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

95 Cutlass Clara.
115,000 miles $2,000
293-1619

31314 28A country home
with 7 acres Call for
appointment
270-293-4562

1993 Buick Park
Avenue. Super
charged, 134K,
loaded, great condition, $1,800. 227-8488

38R 28A, west of
Murray, $105,000. Call
293-2269

500

FSBO:
4-BOA, 2 Bath, with
large bonus room.
Hardwood, carpet, and
tile
floors.
Large
kitchen
w/breakfast
area and formal dining.
Large covered back
porch, nicely landpad. Cm 767-0137
Located in Saratoga
Springs

Used Trucks

2004 Sierra
Red, Z71, 30,600
miles, 5 yr. - 1130K
warranty, ARE
bedcover. $17,000

270-965-2101

BRAND new 1,500
sae. 38R/28A in
restricted subdivision.
Horses possible, huge
kitchen, stainless appliances, large covered
porch, patio, concrete
drive on large lot (more
land could be purchased).
$100,000
Owner/Realtor
Call
293-8738

2002 Ford Ranger ext
cab XLT, 3.0 V6, auto
trans, power windowslocks, $9,200
293-7346
510

Campers

And Make Your Event a Success!

&Solon
SUN Fish Tracker two
perons fiberglass boat
with live well, battery
box, trolling motor and
2-1/2HP
Mercury
motor, like new. Ideal
for bays, ponds, small
lakes. Fits in pick up
bed easily. $750. See
at 1504 Oxford, Call
753-4031

420
047
14rd sale 47
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Murray Ledger & Tirnes
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

PRICES:
31-70
#of

30 words

or less* days

Loading Dock of

$11
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•Repo'd Arch
Buildings- Huge
Savings. 3 left. 25x42
& 40x56. No reasonable offer refused!
Serious inquiries only.
Call Today! 866-3520716

BUSINESS
SERVICES
•Attention:
Homeowners Wanted!
Display homes wanted
for vinyl siding, windows, roofs, baths.
Guaranteed financing!
No payments until
January 2008. Starting
at $99 month. Call 1800-251-0843

•A Coot Travel Job!!!
Now hiring 18-24
guys/gals to work and
travel entire USA. Paid
training. Transportation
and lodging furnished.
Call today, Start today!
1-877-646-5050.

words*
$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

•Wanted: Lite Agents!
Earn $500 a dayGreat agent benefitsCommissions paid
deify- Liberal
Underwriting- Leads,
Leads, Leads. LIFE
Insurance License
REQUIRED. Call 1E038-713-6020.

INSTRUCTIONAL
'Attend College Online
from home. 'Medical,
'Business, 'Paralegal.
'
Computers. 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance, Financial
Aid and Computer provided if qualified. Call
866-858-2121
swnv.onlinetidewatertech.com
-Vocational: American
Heavy Equipment
Training can teach you
the skills Needed on
skid steer loaders,
backhoes, excavators,
or dozers. Classes
NOW available.
1-866-280-5839
530
Service' Offered

'includes all words in ad

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT

Each Kit includes.
753-1916 FOR DETAILS!
• 2 Fluorescent 11 - x 14' Alt-wesittsr Signs
• 140 Bnght Prs-Pnced LAWS
• Successful Garai?. Sale ripe
• Pre-Sale Checklist
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray
• Sales Record Form
Office hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
°
Monday-Friday

tiumER&TIMES

UVESTOCK/UVESTOCK FOR SALE
-Santa Gertrudts Cattle
Sale. July 21, 2007.
1100AM, Western
Kentucky University
Agricultural Center,
Bowling Green, KY. 41
lots selling. CoSponsored by the
Kentucky Santa
Genrudis Association
and Kentucky
Department of
Agnculture. FMI
Contact John Taylor
270-879-9556.

MEDICAL
•Absolutely No Cost to
you!!! All brand new
power wheelchairs,
hospital beds and
scooters Immediate
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
qualify
-New Power
Wheelchairs, Scooters,
Absolutely NO cost to
you! Act NOW before
program ends! Call
TOLL FREE 1-800354-2066.

PET/PET SUPPUES
•Happy Jack(R) NOVATION(R) protective
ban: patented release
provides flea/ tick control for 8 months. At
Farmer Co-Ops.
Tractor Supply, Ace
Hardware. WWI.happy)acionc.com

REAL ESTATE
'FIRST TIME
OFFERED! Lakefront
with dock $74,900. 1+
acre lake access
$34,900 with FREE
boat slips. Spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake. Excellent financing. Call 1-800-7043154 ext.1323 KY Land
Partners, LLC

-Sullivan University-TENNESSEE LAKE
Lexington Financial
Planning Coordinator - BARGAIN! 1+ Acre$29.900. FREE
Candidate must be
comfortable processing Pontoon Boat!
Beautifully wooded parfinancial aid for stucel w/ access to Jimmy
dents from application
Houston endorsed fishto disbursement within
ing lake! Private lakevery constricted time
limits. The successful front community with
free boat slips. Paved
-candidate will have an
roads, utilities, soils
associate degree;
bachelor's degree pre- tested LAKEFRONT
available. Excellent
ferred, with two years
financing. Call now 1experience in a financial aid office preferred 888-792-5253, x1281
and possess excellent
SPORTING/SPORTorganizational, cusING GOODS
tomer service, and oral
and written communi•CHERRY BLOSSOM
cation skills. Required GOLF/COUNTRY
work hours will include CLUB, Georgetown.
scheduled evenings
Voted #1 public access
and some Saturdays.
golf course by
All interested candiGolfWeek Magazine.
dates please contact
Join us for your next
Human Resources
round or outing. Call
(859)514-7624 or
502-570-9849.
cdmoore0sullivan.edu

or-n

520

"ith p

Free Pallets

'All Steel! Clear Span
& Truss buildings.
Excellent value and
service. Spring and
summer discounts.
Sentinel Building
Systems, 800-3270790 ext. 26,
WWW.sentinelbuildings.corn

1997 31' Cardinal 5th •TRAVEL THE USA
wheel with slide. Good
FOR PAY! Use your
condition. Lots of beaupick up truck to deliver
tiful cabinets. Located '
new' RV's nationwide.
in Aurora Oaks lot 34.
Motorhomes too! Get
$12,000.
paid to see the country_
618-822-6486
www.honzontransport.c

Get Your Yard Sale Kit

housewares, golf
equipment, baby
strollers, gins 2737 clothing, toys,
country accents

BUILDINGS

HELP WANTED

YARD SALE
2204
Brookhaven Dr.
Sat., July 14
7AM-2PM

.One order, One
check, One smart
move! Same time and
money by making one
call to place a 25-word
classified in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for only $250. For
more information, contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

Starting at S20
mounted

3 BR 2 bath 2,000 sq.
ft. brick house, fireplace, lg. utility, 14x30
back deck, recent paint
& updates. Camelot
Subdivision 293-1619
or 753-5384

FSBO: Gatesborough
tri-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, den/bedroom wibuilt-in cherry
computer center. Main
living-room
floorw/wood burning gas
logs fireplace, built-ins,
plantation shutters, formal DR, kitchen- stainless appliances, pantry,
Florida room, Main
floor ceilings 10-ft.
Upstairs 3BR, 2-large
walk-in closets, 2BA.
Flooring- Hardwood,
mexican tile & brick,
3BRs R., stairway carpeted. Inground pool
with lanai. 293-2418 for
viewing. $250,000.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

14. 15, 16 inch

sca.ft. upstairs, 13650
U.S.
Hwy. 641N,
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10,000-080.
(270)293-1437 Dan

6BR 38A, 1-1/2 acre lot
near lake, built in 1994,
$85,000 060. 1-517290-1628

274t-761-113(

Figg

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
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38R, IBA, 1,350 Sq.Ft. Completely Remodeled!
New CHA,Tile, Appliances, Closetmaid closets,
much more, $79,900

library table - nice Nay caausel - old loom let off - old child's high chair - old child's
,halkhoard with A.B.C. & count to 10- old doll & 2 old doll beds & stroller - old glass
door pie safe - old treadle sewing machine - nice old Seth Thomas weight clock - old
record cabinet - nice old quilts - nice (Ad gooseneck rocker -2 Mt old high back rockers - area rugs - cedar chest - old small wood tables - nice old fern stand - nice framed

prints - nice knee hole desk - nice table & floor lamps- nice coffee & lamp table - fancy
old coffee table - new oval ems door chum cabinet - two nice clean sofas - nice odd
chairs - two nice recliners - nice drop leaf table, 5 mates & one captain chair, also an
open face hutch by Willeu - maple round table & chairs with thine cabinet - nice 4 piece
bedroom suite - nice queen size bed - office desk - nice cherry mantel board - commercial hair dryer - flat tron - Winchester single shot 12 ga. shotgun - nix electric cook stove
- side by side refrigerator freezer - upright freezer. some old glass & china - small
kitchen appliances • hand & yard tools - some old smoke house items like wash kettle -

Thursday, July 12., 2007 • 5B
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LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landscaping

TRAVEL
•Destin, Fort Walton
Beach, South Weldon &
Port St. Joe, Florida.
Stay in beautiful beach
homes, cottages and
condos. Visit website.
Reserve on-line'
www.SouthernResorts.
corn 800-737-2322

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•Dnver- $5K Sign-or
Bonus for Experienced
teams: Dry Van &
Temp Control. Solo
lobs also available:
Regional & OTR. 0/0s
& CDL-A Grads welcome. Call Covenant
(866)684-2519. EOE.
•Dnver- Are you receiving 5 Star Pay? Roehl
drivers are with
Practical Mileage and
top 10 Pay. Up to
$3,000 Sign-on bonus.
Students and 0/0 welcome. Class-A
required. Call today!
877-774-5313
www.GoRoehl corn
-Driver- Bynum
Transport- Qualified
drivers needed for
Regional & OTR positions. Food grade
tanker, no hazmat or
pumps, great benefits,
competitive pay, new
equipment. 866-GOBYNUM. Need 2 years
experience_

•

6ittsfarhon guaranlecr1

r all 753-1816
0/ 227-0611
438-2R6 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured

11131
Santa Maid
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots,
decks
293-5438

•Onver- Come to the
best, TAKE THE INDY
CHALLENGE! Knight
Transportation: Big
enough to matter,
Small enough to care, r
a;
Work where you are
RESPECTED. 34
Increase 1st year,
weekly hometime, deity%
pay. We have freightlei
move. No truck older
.1
than 3yrs Terminal
Fuel Islands. Benefits/
401K/ Stock options.
Call Joyce 888-346- ,"4
.
,
4639, 4mos OTR exp.
req. Owner Ops: 800437-5907 www.krughttrans.corn
•Dnver: Don't just start;
your career, start it
nght! Company sponsored CDL training in
weeks. Must be 21.
Have CDL? Tuition '• -oi;
reimbursement! CRST. ;:
P.
866-400-2778.
P.

p.

e.
•Onver Owner
Operators ONLY:
1:
Regional freight from
Louisville. $1.24pm
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates
a
available. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082.,

E

4
1.

•Dnver Recent PAY
Increase 43CPM to
47CPM. Guarantee
hometime, company or
lease purchase available, BC/BS, COL-A
and 6 months experience required. 800441-4271 ext. KY-100
.1:Myers- #1 Truck
Driving School.
Training drivers for
England, Swift &
Werner. Dedicated runs
available. Starting
Salary $50.000+ Home
weekends! 1-800-8830171
•Dnvers- ACT NOW'
Sign-On Bonus 36 to
45cpm/ $1000+ wkty.
$0 lease/ $1.20pm
CDL-A +3 mos OTR
800-635-8669
-Drivers Class-A CDL
Drivers Hazmat
Required for local pose:tions (2 yr recent exp
required) 502-452-1098
svww.abdrivers.com
'Drivers: Regional
Drivers Needed!
Company/ Owner
Operators, Solos &
Teams. Home every 710 days. Receive Top
pay! Paid Ort. & Sign- :
on Bonus! Own part of
your company (ESOP) •
EOEJAA Employer
•
TSMT (877)849-9104 :
•Drivers: Werner,
Transport America & •
US Xpress Are looking
for 75 driver trainee's
immediately! Good
driving record, drug If.
free, earn $700+weekly. Weekend & evening:
:
classes now forming.
Reserve your Position ;
today! 1-866-244-3644:
•Regional Flatbed
Drivers: NOW PAYING:
$.40/mile!!! Earn
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 timei
per week!! Great benefits including 401K! 6
mo. t/t & Class-A CDL--,•
req'cl, Wabash Valles(
Transportation, Inc.
800-246-6305
wwwwvtonline.corn
-Transfer Drivers: Neat.
40 CDL Class-A or 8 a::
drivers to transfer
motor homes, straight;ey
trucks, tractors and foi
buses. Year round
work 1-800-501-37
•Want Home most
weekends with more
pay? Run Heartland's
Ohio Regional!
$.45/mile company
drivers, $1.15 for
Operators! 12 months
OTR required.
Heartland Express 1800-441-4953
yeivw.hearriandexpress.com

530

%Maw Mind
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7$3-191e

Check us
on the Web

.00

r• •

-• • r•
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Calhoon Construction, LLC I
General Contracting

EL.
Lifetime glass breakage warranty o

vinyl replacement

Commercial / Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

windows by:

RESICOM CONTRACTORS

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY
Serving %'estern KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

270-519-4353

Since 1986
24 Nous mama
Res .(.0111. & Ind
I ensed & Insured
,hs - big or small

751-9

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
sunk & tree work.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

Iluiiii
(

270-227-2115
270-293-1899

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

11
-ff Electric

Murray Ledger & Times

"(46

"2"n

4270/227.34P2

ASTON Neumwas
0-6 H, 12 ft dads
deenng, lanes rows,
underbiushing, ponds
waterways
19 yrs espenence
Greg Fiona°.
'27111-)93-41371*
A-1 Joe's Mower
repay pock-up, delis
ery 436-2867

Bros.
Pa% ing

\ I ilchell

r 411 •I if• I •pciii•nit

A-1 Slump Removal
Fay insured. 4373044.

759-0501
753-1537

'FRAVIS
‘SPI1A1:1'

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling clean up Junk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anyti7 753-9210

CATHY S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
Cleaning. 270- 2276606 731-498-8904
CHASE & Mike
Stockwefs Metal
Roofing & Vinyl
Siding, 759-1065,
22741236

PasjR. Stalt-sial Nag
Ss Hauling,
is
10%1' I k

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

COLE
CONSTRUCISON
rnetal roofs. sift
replacement wiadel.14
screen rooms.
Work guaranteed
866-832-3230
SNOW'S Alternator 8
Starter Service
reaRepair, rebuild
sonable prices Call
654
731-642-6939
Hobby Rd. Pans, TN
38242

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
\

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270052-0414
Ask torDarren
N ter tengale

N1NIrtiN
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Gleaning
Screen Repair
Fnie fair-new-

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activates.

PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD, Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD. Call 753-9297 or
227-5818

FREE 1 year old lullfemale
blooded
Chesapeake Bay 2271693
FREE black kitten to
GOOD home 270-4928017 270-227-1879

WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work
backhoe & septic systems
For sale top soil, gravel
Will build you a home
to suit your needs
Lots for sale Landon
Hills Subdivision
270-210-3781, 270559-2032

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Blear

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday. July 13. 2007:
You often drive a hard bargain,
hut that is better than others
&Ins mg a hard bargain with you.
Friends. especially a man, could
make an enormous difference in
,our life. You might often disagree. hut in some way. this perforces you to really think
and evaluate. Let him or her test
'sour ideas and commitment.
Itimaiely. this person is doing
ci d favor. If you are single.
so ill arc likely to meet someone
through work who helps you
R•dctilic your life. If you arc
altar-tic& take an active role in
making one of your sweetie's
t,,iidcsi wishes crane true. TAUft S i.an aggra%ate you but ultim.ticly ineani. well.

JOE'S JOBS

help/
NEED
Handyman Services
All remodeling, inside &
out Tile electncal No
sot) too smail Free estimates
( 7 3 1 )2 4 7 - 30 0 1
(731)363-3511,
I Hancock0wk net

problem, especially with the fervor of activtty around your decisions Understand that what
you feel is right might be the
best choice you can make
Tonight Take off for a private
few days
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You cannot be too sure
of yourself when making a longterm investment -- emotionally,

up with a solution that works for
all could also be effective.
Tonight: Time for some welldeserved fun.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might create more
uproar than you have in a long
time. If you want to think a situation through, you need to yenfy your facts, Avoid arguments
or changes on the home front if
possible. Given time, solutions

will appear, Tonight: Run
errands on the way home.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Often you can be
frazzled or tired. Today, tap into
your endurance, and you could
hit a home run. Knowing when
to let go and relax could define
your case.
happiness in
Complete work, but also plan
for fun. Tonight Let the good
times happen.

BORN TODAY
Actor Harrison Ford (1942).
actor Patrick Stewart (1940),
comedian, actor Cheech Marin
(1946)
•••
Jacqueline Biger Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacguelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Ilmosz=4.3 What You Like About Us!!!

I VIALSEt114111ST

Ihr Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-1)ynamir
-Average'. 2-So- st t.
I Ilifficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You have the rare ability
to distinguish pie-in-the-sky
thinking from a realistic bet
Someone you know quite well
might be pushing for an expenditure Since this issue revolves
around your budget. you make
the decision Tonight Happily at
home
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your drive will define
success In what others deem
impossible, you hop over hurdles Remain sure of yourself If
, difficult, you don't
someone 1,
need to start a problem What
appears to be a sure bet could
need a touch more negotiation
Tonight Favorite spot with special people
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Whether you intend it or
not, your frustration and anger
pop out Though you might
want to do something differently or with someone else, a step
sideways might be a must, for
all those concerned Tonight
Clear your desk, then decide
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
r **a• Others might not
'lave the mellow centering that
lefines your strong actions
right now How you see someone and the choices you make
could start reflecting your
changing views Friends push
you hard to do what they deem
correct and workable Tonight
All smiles
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
•* If you could only use your
sixth sense when dealing with
an authooty figure you might
gain the results you desire At
this pant, the less said the better You might find that the irritation you feel vanishes by tomorrow Tonight get some extra R
and R
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
*a*** Zero in on what you
want without fear Or trepidation
Your perspective continues
expand because of a Man,.
rsess to grow and get past pr,
raous mend and emotional fil
tors Visualize more, and you'll
get good results Tonight Find
your ?Trends
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
•r What you see as
•••
appropnate might not be what
another person thinks is right
Rather OW squabble don't ask
for any athitee Go lot what you
ftwol S NH Others look to you
for leadership and growth
Tonight A must show
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Mov. 21)
• Take an Ovetvlaw,
•
•
•
•
aapaataly Ohara are squabbltng You cannot 1104VII the

financially or professionally
Your nerves might get the best
of you Take a walk and center
yourself
Trust
yourself.
Tonight. With a special person
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
***** You might often need
to defer to others if you are really interested in keeping the
peace Creatively working with
different interests and coming
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